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GENERAL SITUATION OF SMALL MANUFACTURERSIN HONG KONG
Hong Kong has been said to be a unique case of economic
developmentin respect to its drastic change from an entrepot to
an industrializedcity within two decades . In explaining the
factors behind the development, one may easily point to the influx
of cheap labor from Mainland China since 1949 , the favorable effect
of the Korean War on Hong Kong , the generouslaissez - faire policy
of the Government, and so on . But it would be unfair if one
neglected to mention the contribution of small manufacturersin
the growth of the total economic development.
In defining small manufacturers, there is always a problem ,
since there are many factors which should be taken into considera -
tion to measure the size of an industrial undertaking. In developing
a satisfactoryand complete definition of the term of small manufac -
turer , we should consider : Total capital investment, number of
workers , space of the workplace , level of production, and equipment
employed, etc , But when it is put into practice , many of these
facts are not available due to their highly confidentialnature .
This difficulty is universal . The major common creteria used in
determining the size of an industrial undertaking are the number
of workers and , to some extent , the equipmentemployed, and
capitalization .
2Furthermore, even though a pertinent definition of small
manufacturer has been adopted in one country, it could not
appropriately apply to another country. It varies from place to
place and from time to time. Whether a manufacturing is considered
small, medium, or large depends largely on the economic situation
of a country and the conditions of trade in a given period. Let
us examine now what has been defined as small manufacturer in some
Asian countries as well as in the United States:
Japan: Various laws for assisting smaller enterprises
recognize an upper limit in manufacturing of 300
employees, sometimes with a capital limitation of
10 million yen (about HK$168,000).
India: The government's program for small-scale industry
assists units having no more than Re Rupees)500,000
(about HK$600,000) of fixed capital.
Taiwan: Formerly any plant employing less than 30 workers
was treated as a small factory. Today, with the
economic progress achieved, his criterion has
been changed to 100 workers.
U.S.A.: For eligibility to benefit from small business
loans and technical and other assistance provided
by the government', it is classified as small if
it has less than 250 employees.
With respect to the great differences employed in the
definition of the countries, a working party of the United Nations,
in an attempt to standardize terminology, made a study on Cottage
1 Eugene Staley and Richard Morsel Modern Small Industry for
Developing Countries (New York: McGraw--Hill. 1965 0.11.
Ibid.
3Chao Chi-change Smaller Business Development (paper
presented at forum IPCCIOS III Conference, Hong Kong, October,1968)
paper No.FS-l4.
Eugene Staley and Richard Morse, Modern Small Industry for





3and Small-scale Industries for Asian and the Far Eastern countries,
and suggested that: "A cottage industry should be defined as 'one
which is carried on wholly or partly with the help of the members
of the family, either as a whole or a part-time occupation' and a
small-scale industry as 'one which is operated mainly with hired
labor usually not exceeding 50 workers in any establishment or
unit not using any motive power in any operation, or 20 workers
in an establishment or unit using such power'".1
In the absence of official definition in Hong Kong, the
term "Small Manufacturer" used throughout this paper is the same
as suggested by the ECAFE for Small-scale industry.
Evidently, small scale industries play an important role
in the process of industrialization. This is especially true in
the developing countries of eastern Asia. Statistical data show
that small scale industries are always the majority in the total
industrial structure and employ a large number of industrial
workers. In Hong Kong, for example, figures provided by the Labour
Department show that there were altogether 11,257 factories of all
sizes employing a total of 458,940 workers at the end of March,
1969.2 The following table shows that the small industries which
each has employed workers under 100 and 50 are 92 per cent and
85 per cent respectively. Their total combined employment under
100 workers was 167,081, or 36 per cent of all registered industrial
workers in Hong Kong. The figures do not include quite a sizeable
number of small but unregistered cottage industries.
1United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and Far East
Some Economic Aspects of Cottage and Small-Scale Industries
(ECAFE/I&T/CIWP), p.7.
2 See Table 1 on page 4.
4TABLE 1
REGISTERED AND RECORDED INDUSTRIAL UNDERTAKINGS
AND WORKERS EMPLOYED
YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH. 1968
Industrial Number OfSize Of Industrial
WorkersUndertakingsUndertakinqs
(Number Of Workers) Number Percentage Number Percentage
Over100 914 8.12 291,859 63.59
50 99 832 7.39 579802 12.59
20 49 1,779 15.80 54,801 11.95
10 19.36 29.62219 2.179 6.46
1 9 5,204 46.23 24,856 5.41
Temporary in cessation
349of activities 3.10
TOTAL 100.00 458.940111,257 100.00
Source: Unpublished records hold in the Labour
Department. Honor Kona.
From the statistical data shown above, we should have no
doubt of the important role played by the small manufacturers in
the whole economy of our community. But due to their small size,
there are many problems and difficulties which they face and
should try in some ways to overcome. We now examine very briefly
some of the most common problems which might be encountered by
small manufacturers in Hong Kong or perhaps elsewhere in the
world, 1
The possible problems of small manufacturers are abstracted
from articles of difference writers, they are:
(a) Benjamin M. Gatane' Smaller Business Development the
Development of Small Scale Industries in the Philippines (paper
presented at Forum IPCCIOS III Conference, Hong Kong, October9 1968)
paper No.FS-13.
(b) Chao Chi-Chang, Smaller Business Development (paper
presented at Forum IPCCIOS III Converence, Hong Kong, October,l968)
paper No.FS-14.
(c) Hsin Sutu9 Smaller Business Development (paper r se ttedd
at Forum IPCCIOS III Conference, Hong Kong, October,l968)Paper No.FS-15
51. Financing
Small Manufacturers with their own limited initial capital
are not entitled to raise capital in the organized securities
market, and can hardly get any loans and credit from banks and
other financial institutions.
2. Management
The owner-managers of small manufacturing industries usually
lack the capability of managing and controling their own business.
Many times this restrains the growth of the business or even causes
its failure.
3. Labor
The shortage of the labor force in small industry is
becoming more and more serious. Workers rather like to work in
large :industries in order to get more pay,, better working condi-
tions and a bright future.
4. Production
The use of outdated equipment and the lack of updated
technical know-how induce much difficulty in production to small
manufacturers.
5. Marketing
Small manufacturers are always in a position of weak
marketing for their products because of their insufficient adver-
tising, weak bargaining power'. inadequate financial backing, no
protection on trade marks and many other related weaknesses
66. Raw Materials
The problem of obtaining raw materials is quite a serious
one, especially in Hong Kong where natural resources are scare,
Small manufacturers are disadvantaged by enjoying no cash discount
or deferred payment in respect to their small volume in purchasing
and lack of working capital.
7. Space Occupied
Hong Kong contains one of the most crowded urban areas
in the world. The land shortage problem embarrasses small
manufacturers in ways of high rental rate of workplace, no space
for future expansion. and so on.
Conceivably, all these problems could be existed in small
industries. Many of them are related. For. instance, if a
manufacturer has a strong financial position, he might have
adequate funds to replace outdated equipment, enjoy cash discounts
or trade credit in: purchasing, employ qualified persons to help
with management, promote markets, and so on. Hence, many problems
In production, purchasing, marketing, management, and others, could
be solved, at least partially. Therefore, the writer tends to
think that the financing problem is very important. This is
evidenced by the following statement quoted from a Japanese
government publication:1
The weakness of the social and economic basis of the
small enterprises is mainly due to the shortage of
capital, and this weakness inevitably leads them into
poor status...
1Administration for Development of Smaller Enterprises
in. Japan. Smaller Enterprise Agency, Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, Government of Japan, 1962. p.4.
7Of course, the financing problem is by no means the most important
one. This is only one aspect of the problems. There are also
technical aspect, social aspect, etc. But since this paper deals
with only the financial problems of the small manufacturers, other
aspects are being excluded.
8CREDIT UNION IN GENERAL
The definition of a credit union could simply be a group
of people who pool their savings and lend to each other at low
interest. It is really a mutual-help financial institution.
Sometimes a credit union is regarded as a small bank which renders
services only to members of a defined group, since the credit union
performs two primary functions of a bank- aavinqs and credit*
The savings in a credit union are in the form of shares.
Mostly, shares are in $5 units. When one saves $5 in the credit
union, one is actually buying a share in the business and, of
course, the money put in the credit union is withdrawable at will
just as from any bank. Also 9 the liability of a member is limited
to the amount of the shares held by him. From the total savings,
members could apply for loans for good purposes at no more than
one per cent per month interest on the unpaid balance. The
earnings of the credit union are returned to the members in the
form of dividends on shares. These-dividends range commonly from
three to six per cent per annum. All credit unions operate under
law and are closely supervised by the government.
There are no restrictions of race, religion, politics or
sex in a credit union. It is not connected with any national,
religious or political body. However, there are two requirements
for a successful credit union1:
1John Collins, 5.J., What Is A Credit Union (pamphlet
published by S.E.L.A., H.K.) p.7
91. Members must be honest, industrious and of good character.
The good character of the borrower is the best security.
2. The people who form the credit union must have a common
bond or association, e.g. employees in the same factory, store, or
government department people living in the same village or
community settlement people belong to the same club, same pro-
fession-doctors, teachers etc. members of the same trade union,
of the same church living in one parish.
The minimum number of members required to start a credit
union is normally between fifty and one hundred. But credit unions
have been formed among smaller groups.
The above statement at least, give us a rough idea of what
a credit union is. But if we do not know its operation and its
organizational structure, the whole picture will not be clear.
As we. knows a credit union is run by the members and for the
members. It adapts the principle of democracy and exercises the
principles of management. Each member has one vote, and only one
vote, regardless of the amount of shares be holds. Each year at
the annual meeting the membership elects a Board of Directors and
other committeemen to run the credit union. A diagram of the
structure of an organization is depicted for illustration.
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FIGURE I






CREDIT COMMITTEE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE
(5)
EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Sourse: Credit Union Year Book 1968 (CUNA International
Inc.) p.47.
1. All the members together draw up the bylaws. This can
be done easily and safely by consulting the Model Bylaws.
2. A Board Of Directors consisting of not less than five
members, is then elected by the members. This Board has the
general management of the affairs of the union, including approval
of applications for membership. It governs the credit union on
behalf of the members.
3. The Credit Committee is also elected by the general
body. It will normally have three members. This Committee
approves loans and counsels the borrower in the wise use of his
money.
4. A Supervisory Committee consisting of three members, is
elected by the members. This Committee performs a:very important
function. It keeps a check upon all the operations of the credit
union and has the duty to inspect the books at frequent intervals.
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5. Most good credit unions also appoint a special Education
Committee which instructs new members and continues to educate all
the members in the spirit and practice of credit unions. The
Education Committee may be elected at the annual general meetings,
or appointed by the Board of Directors.l
The Board of Directors Will elect a President, Vice-President,
Treasurer and Secretary among themselves. The Treasurer who is
responsible for all records and daily operation is the business-
manager of the credit union. All the directors and committeemen
are not allowed to receive any remuneration from the credit union
except the treasurer or his hired assistants may be paid with
remuneration, but his should. be determined at the annual meeting
by the members.
The credit union idea began over 100 years ago2. Friedrich
Raiffeisen, a mayor of a small German town, devised a credit
society in 1849 to help his towns' people combat poverty and usury.
He reasoned that the members could save money together and make
loans to each other at a low interest rate. The borrower's charater
would be the primary security for the loan. Raiffeisen's idea was
a success. Before he died in 1888 he had started more than 425
credit unions. His idea spread to other countries and remains the
basic idea of credit unions today. He is considered the father of
the credit union movement.
1John Collins, S.J., What Is A Credit Union (pamphletpublished by S.E.L.A., H.K.), p.14-5.
2Regarding the part of credit union history, the writer
makes reference to the following materials:-
a. John Montenagro, S.J., "History Philosophy of the Credit
Union Movement", Credit Union Movement (Lectures given at the Priests'
Institute for Social Action in Asia (PISA), Hong Kong, August, 1965),
p.l-4. b. "What are Credit Unions and How Can We Use Them ?",
published by Credit Union National Association, p.9-12.
c. Roy F. Bergengren, Credit Union Little Book (Fiji: Fiji
Credit Union League, 1964), p.8-12._
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The credit union was taken to North America by Alphonse
Desjardins (1854-1920), legislative reporter in Quebec. Deciding
that credit unions would be the answer to the usury that plagued
his people, he founded his first credit union at Levis, Quebec,
in 1900. Six years later, Quebec passed the first credit union
law in North America. In 19099 Desjardins started the first U.S.
credit union (in New Hampshire) and assisted with passage of the
first U.S. credit union law (in Massachusetts).
Edward A Filene, a famous Boston merchant, was responsible
for the rapid spread of credit unions in the United States. He
spent over a million dollars of his personal fortune to support
the development of credit union in America.
In 1934, credit union leaders from all over the country
met at Estes Park, Colorado, and established the CREDIT UNION
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION -CUNA. Later in 1950, the President of the
United States laid the cornerstone of CUNA's international head-
quarters, Filene House, in Madison, Wisconsin, and in 1958, CUNA
became a world-wide associationg open to leagues of credit unions
anywhere in the world.
The National Association maintains two affiliates, the
GUNA Mutual Insurance Society, organized in 1935, and CUNA Supply
Co-operative, organized in 1946. The former serves credit unions
and their members with an insurance program wholly oriented to
the purposes and objectives of the credit union movement, including
Loan Protection and Life Savings Insurance. The later serves
credit unions through the credit union leagues with standard
bookkeeping forms, accounting systems and other printed materials.
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The following diagram may help understand the relationship between
individual credit union members and the international organization.
FIGURE 2







CUNA SUPPLY CUNA MUTUAL
COOPERATIVE INSURANCE
C U N A SOCIETY
INTERNATIONAL
Source: Credit Union Year Book 1968 (CUNA International
Inc.) p.55
Today, throughout the world in more than 70 countries (see
Appendix 1) there are more than 33,388,102 people using 53,059
credit unions to meet their needs for loans. According to the
statistic data shown on CREDIT UNION YEAR BOOK 1968, indicating
the overall growth of world-wide credit union at end of 1967 was
fairly satisfactory. A table' of five year figures shows the
statistics of Number of credit union, Number of members, savings,









Nwnber OfYear Loans Out- Reserves Total AssetsSavingsCredit
lkembers standingsUnion
U.S.$ U.S.$ U.S.$ U.S.$
1963* 32,084 19,031,327 8,999,009,870 7,496,100,054 34,105,394 10,176,989,017
1964 47,097 25,700,421 11,058,789,953 8,894,535,434 636,206,816 12,599,319,838
1965 47,452 29,068,800 12,115,283,234 10,279,867,529 706,633,502 13,835,518,044
1966 48,841 29,493,837 13,470,127,514 11,746,331,775 855,974,025 15,333,458,259
1967 53,059 33,388,102 14,646,598,490 12,656,301,601 959,517,784 16,847,730,563
* The figures in 1963 do not include Latin America.
Source: Compiled Table based upon data of Credit
Union Year Book 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968.
In the world's credit union movement, the United States
always leads in its development, for it accounts for one-half of
the total worldwide figure. At the end of 1967, there were 18
million people in 23,000 credit unions in the United States and
made use of $10 billion for the credit needs. Canada numbered
second largest in the world and accounts for about 10 per cent of
the total. Originally, credit unions were formed in community
and parish groups. These types still predominate in the world
except in the United States where employee groups are in the
majority.
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As a summary of this section let us quote statements of
credit union philosophy from lectures of John Montenogro S.J.
"The philosophy of the credit union was and is all these
things- it is elementary, dedicated to mutual self-help, and
amazingly simple to adapt. The following are some of its main
points:-
1. Membership in a credit union is open to everyroay in
the basic group it serves.
2. A credit union serves only its members. It does not
do business with the general public.
3. A credit union is neutral in politics, racial,
religious and social class.
4. A credit union should be independent in its operations,
making its decisions on the basis of what will give the
members the best service.
5. A credit union should lay as few restrictions as possible
on the members,
6. A credit union loan is based on the character of the
borrower.
7. All members should be treated alike.
8. Officers and committee members should represent all
segment of the membership.
9. The credit union should resist the temptation to get
into activities that detract from its basic service
of helping the members save and providing them with
personal loans.
10. The members' affairs are to be treated in the strictest
confidence.
11. A credit union is simply a pool of money saved by the
members, under the control of1the members, existing
for the use of the members."
1John Montenero, S.J. "History and Philosophy of the
Credit Union Movement," Credit Union Movement (lectures given
at the Priests' Institute for Social Action in Asia (PISA),
Hong Kong, Auqust 1965), p.4-5.
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OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
In the preceding sections, the writer has stated the
general situation of small manufacturers in Hong Kong on one hand,
and the introduction of credit unions in the world on the other
hand. It seems that they are two different and independent
subjects. One may question the relationship between the socially
devised credit unions and the industrial small manufacturers.
Neverthless, the main purpose of this paper is to study the poss-
ibility of the credit union device being successfully adopted in
industry by small manufacturers in order to solve their daily
financial problems.
Here in Hong Kong, there are many different kinds of
financing institutions. There are some government agents,
commercial banks, insurance companies and many other private financing
organizations. Although there are millions and millions of credits
extended, unfortunately, few of them are given to those small
manufacturers who make up the majority of the whole economic
structure. Actually, the small manufacturers need the credit
most for their, survival and expansion. Since they have no access
to the organized capital market, and do not have sufficient
security to attain credits from banks or other financing institutions,
what can they do to meet their urgently needed working capital but
go to the usurers- loan sharks- who charge them several times as
much as the normal rate ? In an_article of Wah Kiu Yat Po on
April 17, 1968, it was indicated that the average monthly rate for
a short term loan was 30%. This is really a heavy burden for
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small manufacturers. But it still was not the worst. Roy F.
Bergengren made an investigation of loan sharks in the United
States and found one case involving a borrower paying as much
as 3400% interest.1
Obviously, something must be done in order to solve the
credit problems. In other words, there should be some organiza-
tions to help in solving the financial problems for small
manufacturers. Minimizing the problems of small manufacturers
means maximizing the contribution of small manufacturers to the
community. The recognition of this necessity is evidenced by the
participation of the Government in forming a committee in 1968 to
study the possibility of establishing a loan institution capitalized
at between $30 million and $50 million to provide medium-term
financing exclusively to small and medium-sized industries. At
that same time, a famous local bank also proclaimed its assistance
scheme to help small and medium manufacturers in replacing out-dated
plant and machinery.2 All of these will certainly help small
manufacturers, but they deal only with intermediate term credit
which supposedly provides the small manufacturers with capital
for other than temporary needs. Therefore, the intention of the
writer of this paper is to discover the future prospects of forming
small manufacturers' credit unions in Hong Kong. And could credit
unions be the solution for small manufacturers in solving their
short term credit needs?
1Roy F. Bergengren, Credit Union Little Book (Fiji: Fiji
Credit Union Leaque, 1964). p.34.
2South China Mornina Post,May 28, 1968.
Hong Kong Standard, July 30, 1968.
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The study would be rather difficult since there has been
no attempt anywhere in the world to solve problems for small
manufacturers by means of forming credit unions except in Hong
Kong.1 In Hong Kong, an experiental credit union was organized
solely by small manufacturers who live in Cheung Sha Wan
Resettlement Factory Buildings in April, 1968. Under this
circumstance, the scope of this study will be limited to the
CHEUNG SHA WAN FACTORY OWNERS' CREDIT UNION (CSWFOCU) only.
The approach to this study has been to collect information
as detailed as possible from various sources. One of the sources
of information was the replies to a questionnaire sent to 60
manufacturers in the early Spring of 1968, before the actual
start of the CSWFOCU. Another source of information was the
official records kept by the Credit Union. The third source
was information obtained from personal interviews with Directors,
Committeemen, and Members of the credit union' as well as with
potential members and some Government officers in charge of the
credit union.
In the survey, the writer intends to obtain facts from
various sources of information and group these into three parts.
Firstly, he intends to find out what the general characteristics
of the manufacturers in Cheung Sha Wan are. Can they meet the
requirement of a credit union? Secondly, he plans to learn how
the existing credit union operates and what have been performed
1 In order to verify this point, that Hong Kong has tried
out the first attempt in small manufacturers field, a letter was
sent to the Credit Union National Association International, Inc.
(Appendix II). By return, this had been proved true. (Appendix
III).
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in the past and lastly he wants to seek opinions toward the
credit union from different groups. Ultimately all of these will
help answer the main question of this paper. Can the credit
union device be successfully adopted in industry by small
manufacturers in solving their short term financial difficulties 2
20
CHAPTER II
THE CREDIT UNION MOVEMENT IN HONG KONG
THE CREDIT UNION MOVEMENT IN THE PAST
The idea of the credit union was introduced to Hong Kong
colnnparativeiy late in 1961. in the summer of that year, a decision
was made by a Committee on Socio-Economic Life in Asia (S.E.L.A.)
to promote the credit union movement as the first stage of its
programme in Hong Kong. Father John Collins was appointed to
undertake this task. In this way, the movement of the credit
union had its start in Hong Kong.1
In November 1962, Father Collins left Hong Kong and spent
two months in the Philippines, New South Wales, and Fiji, in order
to observe the organization and running of credit unions in those
countries. After he returned to Hong Kong he made a report, 2
emphasizing that a specific credit union ordinance should be made
to assure uniformity in structure and operation in the movement in
Hong Kong. Furthermore, he thought the formation of a credit
union league would also unify the movement, help the rapid spread
of the movement, and guide the individual credit unions he also
thought that this should be formed right after the first few
credit unions were in operation. Consequently, these two points
were regarded as the basic goals'for the movement as a whole in
the early stage.
1John Collins, S.J., The Organization Operation of Credit
Unions in the Philippines, New South Wales Fiji. Report to the




With the help of a group of local enthusiastic people
who had received several training courses in Bangkok and Taiwan,
much preparatory work was completed, such as translating credit
union materials and booklets into Chinese, drafting the credit
union bill in consultation with the government, sponsoring credit
union training courses in the community. On September 17, 1964,
with the formal ceremony, the St. Francis Credit Union was first
established.l Its members had all completed 24 evening training
sessions. From then on, in a two-years' period, there were
altogether eight credit unions established. Thus there seemed to
be an urgent need of having a credit union league as a necessity
for the existing credit union as well as for the future development
of the movement. Finally, after careful consideration by all
existing credit unions, the Credit Union League of Hong Kong was
formed in December, 1966. Father Collins was elected as permanent
adviser of the League, Mr. Yam Tin-yau, its first chairman, and
.Mr. So Kwok-winq, its first manaing director.
One of the significant contributions to the members of
Credit Union League was the arrangement for Life Savings Insurance
and Loan Protection Insurance with Credit Union National Association
Mutual Insurance Society (CUNA Mutual) for its members. This
meant that if a credit union member died or was disabled, his
savings in his credit union would be doubled and given to his
next-of-kin, and any current debt he owed the union would be
paid by the insurance company. Besides these two forms of insurances,
1Prior to this in 1963, the first credit union- the
Bishop Ford Credit Union was organized by Fr. Trube. The St.
Francis Credit Union is regarded as the second one in Hong Kong,
although it was actually the first after the formal movement
began.
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there was also another form of insurance provided from the CUNIA
Mutual Fund and the Collins Fund to protect each individual credit
union treasurer from dishonesty, robbery etc. This is called
Treasury Safty Insurance. The premiums are not paid by the
members but by the credit union from its earnings.
The most important achievement of the movement, however,
was the enactment of the credit union law on November 6, 1968.
23
THE CREDIT UNION MOVEMENT AT PRESENT
The period from 1963, when the first credit union was
established, to the end of 1968, when the credit union law was
enacted can be called the second stage of the movement. The first
stage was the preparatory period which started in 1961. From
1969 on, the movement enters its third stage. It is quite justi-
fiable to give a summary of the past achievements of the movement
before discussing its third stage. Table 3 is a complete list of
credit unions in Hong Kong to the end of December 1968, It shows
that there were a total of twenty-three credit unions in Hong
Kong which had more than 1,900 members, that is, the average
number of members per credit union was around 90 persons. The
total savings owned by all credit unions was approximately
$207,000.00 of which four-fifths were loans outstanding. The total
turnover of loans was 2.5 times over the savings.
It would be very interesting to learn about the frequency
and purpose of loans given by credit unions to their members. For
this reason a survey was made by the Hong Kong Credit Union League
to collect data from each individual credit union's establishment
up to January, 1968. At that time there were only 13 credit unions
in operation, so the coverage of the survey was limited to those
13 credit unions.
Table 4 shows the results of the survey where the purposes




CREDIT UNION PRESENTLY IN OPERATION
31ST DECEMBER. 1968.
(8)C(1) (a)(4) (5)(3)(2)
TOTALLoansNature OfName Of Inauguration
LOANSOutstandingSavinctsDate MembersCredit Union Credit UnionNo
1963 (Organized by Fr. Trube, statistics not avallable)Parish 11 Bishop Ford




75,600.0017,765.0018,230.8415- 8-65 103Ferry Workers5 Common Good
8,180.004,292.08 2,000.007- 1-66 44United Effort Resettlement6
Estate
14,830.001,815.0049 2,796.7118- 6-66School Worker7 Maryknoll
25,760.006,190.0012,985.45841- 8-66Parish8 Lourdos
24,220.007,680. 009 9,822.6085Disabled People 15- 2-67St Camillus
35,150.0014,970.0016,590.8510928- 9-67Parish10 Mother of Good
Counsel
65,000.0020,420.00121 20,297.70Brewery Workei's 1- 4-6711 San Migoel
2, 680.0081 1,630.0024- 8-67 3,467.1012 Christ the Worker Parish
21,070.008,680.0011,918.7o94Parish 7-12-6713 St.Anthony
31,700.0074 12,190.00 6.400.00Factory Owners 21- 3-6814 Cheung Sha Wan
Factory Owners'
1.900.001,445.0072 3,886.5015 Parish 30- 5-68Holy Cross
11,010.00114 7.750.009,167.009- 6-68Parish16 Holy Family
765.00123 5,765.00Parish 6,595.8823- 6-68St. Peter's
Parish 4.625.00 6,630.0096 4.965.5512- 7-6818 Kwan Lik
91 6.077.00 8,140.0013- 7-68 8.580.00St. John the Parish19
Baptist
7, 34.0. 00120 8, 902.95 9.210.0020 Parish 15- 7-68St. Vincent
63 3.000.003366.6D 2, 510.0021 Catholic
56 4.235.00 2.440.00 2.600.0022 St. Lawrence
36 256 0023 Sto. Acrostinho
(Maca.o)
1, 983TOTAL 206.232.66 165,013.90 513.575.00




A SURVEY OF Th E FREQUENCY AND PURPOSES OF LOANS
GIVEN BY 13 CREDIT UNIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL
INAUGURATION TO JANUARY, l968
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Number Of Amount Of
No. Purpose Of Loans Loans Given Loans Giver
(Providential And Productive)
Numbe Amount
1 Medical Attention A 10.81 22,590 1090C
2 Funeral Fxnense 9 1.10 4,000 1.7
3 Remittance to Relatives on
Mainland China 9 1.10 2.350 1.04
4 Paying Outstanding Bills at End
of Year 17 2.09 5,450 2.41
5 Unexpected Household EmerwAnnaR 9 1.10 2,?60 1.22
Paying Off Debts to Nonevlenders 126 15.48 41,610 18.42
7 Household Necessiti ec 211 25.91 47,910 21.20
8 Education
112 13.76 18,460 8.1
9 Capital For Small Business 62 7.61 2448 10.8310
Licence FPPC
13 1.60 5,950 2.63
1.1 Tools Equipment 7 9.4( 2.4,625 10.90
12 Wedding, Birthday, Gifts. etc 20 2.46 3,510 1.56
13 Travel
25 3.08 9,100 4.02
14 House Repairs 27 3.3 9,730 4.30
15 Various: Motorcycle, Refrigerator,
TV Set, Tape-recorder, etc. 6 0.74 3,000 1.3216 Security Deposit
2 0.25 40 0.1817 Others
I 0.12 80 0.03
TOTAL 814 100 226,005
Source: Unpublished material held in the Credit




From the table, we can see that in the number and amount
of loans given (column 3 and 4), the purchasing of household
necessities and paying off debts (No.6 and 7) were the two most
frequently used reasons for loans, Other reasons were the
purchasing of tools and equipment, capital for small businesses,
medical attention, education, etc.
In accordance with the by-laws, the funds of any credit
union except for petty cash must be deposited in banks which are
designated by the Board of Directors within 48 hours. Also, all
disbursements of funds exceeding HK$10.00 shall be made by check.'
In general practice, the distribution of net earnings of credit





The dividend rate declared in the past few years ranged
from 2.5% to 4%.
Credit Union Bar-Law (Credit Union League of Hong Kong,
1968), Article V. Section 19, p.5 and Article VII, Section 31,
E(6), p.9.
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THE CREDIT UNION MOVEMENT IN THE FUTURE
As stated previously, the credit union movement entered
into a new stage right after the passage of the new credit union
law in November, 1968. Undoubtedly, the prospects for the movement
are even more promising because all credit unions which are now
operating under the credit union law will receive protection and
security. The Credit Union League, which is now affiliated with
the world movement of credit unions, provides many services to
all credit unions.
Regarding the working direction of the Credit Union League
for the development of the movement, the Managing Director of the
League stated that it is the aim of the League to try promoting
more employee type of credit unions in the next few years. A
conference was held.in August 1968 at the Mandarin Hotel with 40
representatives of Hong Kong's large firms present to learn about
credit unions. The writer was told that there are about 20
.prospective credit unions being considered, Half fall into the
category of employee type credit unions.
In the past, efforts have been made to establish the
community type (Resettlement) and ethnic type (Parish) credit
union. Anywhere in the world, those types are not believed as
easy and satisfactory as the occupational type (employee credit
union). A writer, after he studies and analysed all 419 credit
unions in Maasachusetts in 1957 wrote, The differences in the
trend of development, in the ability to resist severe depression,
and in the number of liquidations, clearly suggest the superiority
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of the occupational credit union as a type.1 l Besides this
evidence, the two existing employee credit unions in Hong Kong-
the Common Good (Ferry Workers Credit Union) and the Sam Miguel
(Brewery Workers' Credit Union), are also being proven to be the
most striking ones in their process of development in comparison
with other credit unions (see Table 3). In summary the prosperity
of the occupational type of credit union can }ae anticipated in
the future in Hong Kong.
Another direction of the movement worth notising is the
exploration of a new field in industry. An experr•ent is being
carried out by operating the world's first manufacturers credit
union- Cheungshawan Factory Owners' Credit Union. This unique
credit union was organized by a group of small manufacturers
solely for their own business credit needs. If it is proved
workable,it implies another big area in the credit unit movement
with a greater contribution to the community. As stated earlier,
the purpose of this paper is concerned with this interest, that
is the small manufacturer type of credit union.
1Joseph L. Saider, Credit Unions in Massachusette
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1939). p.57.
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CHAPTER III
A STUDY OF CHEUNG SHA WAN FACTORY OWNERS' CREDIT UNION
In this third chapter there are four sections. Each of
these contributes to the comprehensive study of the credit union.
It begins with a general description (Section I) of when.the
Cheung Sha Wan Resettlement Factory Buildings emerged, then
tells how the idea of forming a credit union among. the factory
owners materialized. Following this is a survey done through the
analysis of questionnaires to discover some characteristics of
the manufacturers there which justifies having their own credit
union (Section II). Then discussion on the progress*of the
credit union based on its past achievements will follow (Section
III). Finally, a collection of opinions about the credit union
from inside groups as well as outside groups after its one-year
operation i presented in the last section of this chapter
(Section IV).
From this study, it is hoped that some of the favourable
and unfavourable factors of a credit union of this type can be
found which may be of use to the future development of credit
unions in this field.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
As cited and indicated in table 3 (Column 23 No.14)3 the
Cheung Sha Wan Factory Owners' Credit Union was formed on March 21,
1968. Membership is limited to all factory owners who are running
their business in blocks of Government Resettlement Factory
Buildings in Cheung Sha Wan. This serves as the common bond for
them to form the Credit Union.
In order to grasp a rough understanding of the backgrounds
of these factory owners in the Cheung Sha Wan Resettlement Factory
Buildings (CSWRFB), it is necessary to make reference to the
Government Resettlement Scheme. In the early years of the postwar
period, a flood of people from Mainland China came into Hong Kong,
built shacks of canvas, scrap wood and old tin sheets, and lived
on the hillsides which called Squatter Areas. It has been
estimated that between 1949 and 1956 the squatter population of
Hong Kong rose from 30,000 to 300000 persons a survey carried
out in 1964 gave a total of 488,984 squatters.1 This sharpend the
existing problem of land shortage and made it much more serious.
In 1954, after a disastrous fire at Shek Kip Mei, Kowloon, in
which 53,000 people lost their homes, there was a drastic change
in Government policy toward that problem. A Resettlement Department
was set up to co-ordinate the duties of squatter control and
1Hong Kong Government, Honq Kong 1957 (Hong Kong Government
Printing Department 1957). P.16.
Hong Kong•Government, Hong Kong 1966 (Hong Kong Government
Printing Department, 1966), p.13.
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clearance. Government funds were provided to build simply
designed multi-storey blocks into which squatters could be
resettled and could afford to pay rent1. Since the squatter camps
do not consist solely of residential huts but also of quite a
number of small industrial units, it was also necessary for the
Government to embark on a building programme for resettlement
flatted factories. In 1960, a survey was conducted in those
small industrial units in the squatter area which concentrated
on the study of suitability of trades for resettlement factories.
They decided to exclude those trades which fall into the following
categories:2
1. Those that require more storage space than can be
provided within the resettlement blocks (maximum
provision is 5,000 sq.ft.)- e.g. timber storage and
scrap metal dealing.
2. Those that require special ventilating facilities--
e. a. foundries.
3. Those that involve obnoxious processes- e.g. waste
cotton ref inina.
4. Those that require a high standard of hygien w e.g.
food processing industries.
1Monthly rent varies from $45.00 to $75.00 for 198 sq.ft.
and $65.00 to $120.00 for 256 sq.ft. depending on whether it is
top floor or ground floor.
2Resettlement Dept., .Hong. Kong, The Resettlement of Small
Industries in Hong Kong (Resettlement Department, Feb. 1965),
Appendix B. and also D.J. Dwyer and Lai Chuen-yan, The Small
Industrial Unit in Hong Kon: Patterns and Policies iversity
of Hull, 1967). p.28.
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There are Resettlement Factory Buildings located in seven
different districts, namely, Cheung Sha Wan, San Po Kong, Tai
Wo Haut Chai Wan, Jordon Valley, Kwun Tong and Yuen Long.
Table 5 gives the total number of undertakings in those Resettle-
ment Factory Buildings. There are 1769 undertakings which account
for approximately 16% of the total number of Hong Kong's registered
and recorded industrial undertakings and 50% of the small-scale
(under 50 workers) category.
TABLE 5
NUMBER OF INDUSTRIAL UNDERTAKINGS
IN RESETTLEMENT FACTORY BUILDINGS
Position as of 31st August, 1968.
No. of Units Occupied
Resettlement Number
Factory Of 168 256198
Buildings In Factories sq,ft. unit sq.ft. unit sq.ft. unit
Cheungshawan 745 50 1,421 667
San Po Kona 583 1,925
Tai Wo Hau 154 472 181
Chaff Wan 95 378
Jordon Valley 93 273
Kwun Tonq 95 278
Yuen Long 6 25
TOTAL 19769 50 2,544 3,076
Source: Resettlement Department of Hong Kong.
Unpublished records held in the Resettlement
Department, Honq Kong Government.
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CSWRFS is the largest one of all. It has more than 700
industrial undertakings occupying totally 460,500 sq.ft. in six
blocks.1 (Appendix 4) The trades operating by the small factories
are very diversified. According to the list of trade classifi-
cation prepared by Resettlement Department, the Cheung Sha Wan
Factories are doing 54 different lines of manufacturing business.
The following table shows the major business lines in CSWRFS.
Those of minor significance were. grouped under the miscellanous
items.
TABLE 6
CLASSIFICATIONS OF TRADE IN CSWRFS
31ST AUGUST, 1968
Trades Number Of Factories
Blacksmithina 27
Cotton Weaving (Cloth) 17
Garments & Shirts 24
Job Printing 80
Manufacture of Machinery & Parts 27
Miscellaneous Metal Wares 162
Plastic Products (Misc.) 84






Miscellaneous Products Manufacture 126
TOTAL 745
Source: Unpublished records held in the
Resettlement Department, Hong
Kong Government.
1The block are 5 storeys and H-shaped except one that is
a single storey I shaped building.
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Conceivable, these 745 factories which are located in the
blocks of CSWRFS could meet the two requirements of forming a
credit union.' In the beginning, there was only personal contact
between a few factory owners and the staff of the Credit Union
League later an open meeting was held by the League with some
supporting people for all eligible persons on October 27, 1967, 2
to discuss the credit needs of the factories and to explore the
possibilities of a solution for existing problems, sixty factory
owners attended the meeting.3
During that meeting, many things were discussed. The
following are some of the most important points which were raised
1. A substantial amount of the goods delivered were paid
for by post-dated checks. This meant that if the manufacturer
needed ready cash he had to sell this post-dated check* Most
of them sold the checks to money-lenders at a discount of from $4
to $6 per $100. As this was done every month or soy the lending
rate would be 48% or 72% per annum.
2. It was learned by a show of hands that about 70% or more
of those present were in debt to friends or relatives owing to
the need of ready cash. The rate for these loans was about 4%
per month.
1The two requirements were cited as in Chapter I Section 2
of this paper. p.9.
2These supporting people in the meeting wereo-
Fr.John Collins and Mr. So Kwok Wing of the Credit Union
League, Miss Margeret Kane and Mr. Johnathan Lau of the Industrial
Committee of Hong Kong Christian Council, Mr. Chan Hoi-yuen of the
Resettlement Department and Mr. N. McTighei Manager of the First
National City Bank of N.Y.
3Minutes of the meeting, held in the Credit Union Hong Kong. on League
of Hong Kong.
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3. Credit was also needed to increase business. More
business could be done, but the capital was lacking for an increased
supply of materials.
4. Other needed capital (credit) to purchase better machinery
in order to increase production.
5. Many needed credit especially at the initial stage,
when they moved into the premises' in order to cover the cost of
moving and installing the machinery and equipping the new factory.
Before the meeting closed, it was agreed to hold another
meeting one month later on the same day to go further into the
matter. The factory owners especially requested those interested
people in the meeting to visit them individually at their factories
before the next meeting. There were problems they would like to
discuss which they would rather not speak about in a public meeting.
The visit was finally made by two gentlemen after a questionnaire
was sent to each factory owner who had attended the first meeting.
The purpose of the questionnaire was primarily to find out the
credit needs of _the small manufacturers in CSWRFS in order to
bring up the matter in the second meeting for further discussion.
Therefore, the questionnaire has neither been completely analyzed
nor- used in any publication before.1 It was found that a
substantial amount of credit was needed. So during the second
meeting the agreement upon two initial fundamental steps was
reached:- (1) They would orgnize to help themselves, (2) They
would institute some system of regular savings in a common fund.
1The writer especially thanks the Credit Union League of
Hong Kong for permitting him to use the raw data on the returned
questionnaires and make analysis of them.
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In the days that followed much preparatory work for establishing
the credit union began. Circulars to all 700 small manufactorers
were despatched, formal requests to officials of the Resettlement
Department were made, etc. The most important thing, was a ten
evening training session, given by staff members of the Credit
Union League to all factory owners who were interested in this
mutual--help device. the Credit Union Organization.
Finally, the establishment ceremony of this credit union
was officially hold on March 21, 1968, with about 50 members as
a beginning
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FACTORY QWNERS
Let us review the procedure followed in collecting the
questionnaires. At the very beginning, a letter was sent to all
700 factory owners in CSWRFB inviting them to an open discussion
meeting to discover some possible ways to overcome their financial
problems, As a result 60 persons attended the meeting. After
that first meeting, a questionnaire was sent to those 60 who
attended. 32 persons responded accounting for 53 per cent of the
total, and they were equally distributed in the blocks. The
following analysis is based on these returned mails. It is
hoped that some characteristics of the manufacturers could be
discovered which may justify them having a credit union.
SIZE OF THE FACTORIES
As indicated previously, a small manufacturer may often
encounter problems of various kinds. So far as the financial
aspect is concerned, there should be some form of organization
that could, on the one hand s provide loan service to manufacturers
who-,have no access to bank loans and on the other hand could:
also eliminate the usurer business. It is conceivable that the
need for a specific financing organization for small manufacturing
firms is quite different from the larger firms that are financially
strong and eligible for bank loans or other credit. Therefore,
we should make sure here that the manufacturers in the CSWRFB
have fallen into the defined category of small manufacturer.
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With regard to the size of an undertaking, we have agreed
that the size could be determined by such common criterin as the
number of workers, equipment employed, space occupied and so on.
We use at present these criteria to examine the size of the factories
in CSWRFB.
Number of Workers
From the 32 replies all but one listed the number of workers
they employed in their factories. The total number of workers,
which includes family members and relatives, in-plant workers, and
out-plant workers is 426. That means the average number of workers
per factory is 13. And only one out of the 32 respondents declared




Workers Number Of Family Members In-Plant Out-Plant
Employed Factories Or Relatives Workers Workers Total
1- 10 16 71 84 56 211
11- 20 10 102 102
21- 30 3 30 30
31- 40 1 33 33
41- 50
51 above 1 50 50
Unknown 1
32Total 71 299 56 426
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Eauipment Emploved
The employment of power equipment or non-power equipment
makes a great difference in determining the size of an undertaking.
For instance, before 1960, the Indian Government defined small--
scale industry as that having less than 50 workers with power
equipment, or 100 without power.1 In this paper we use 50 workers
without power and 20 workers with power as the distinguishing line.
Actually, among the manufacturers who responded thirteen
per cent reported that they were using neither man-controlled
nor power-controlled equipment. Forty-two per cent reported
they were using both. The remaining forty-five percent were
using only power-controlled equipment. Although most of them
reported they have power equipment in their factories, -it is
interesting that only two 10 p.p. machines were used.
TABLE 8
EQUIPMENT EMPLOYED IN THE FACTORIES
Non-Controlled Power-Con-trol_led Equipment
Equipment Above 10 H.P. Under 10 H.P.
88 2
1Eugene Staley and Richard Morse, Mordern Small Industry




Manufacturers who need floor space of more than 5,000
square feet are not eligible for the Resettlement Factory
Building. It is clear that no one-In the CSWRFB has occupied
more than 5,000 square feet. The writer has made an investigation
on the records kept by Resettlement Department and found that
very few have reached the maximum provision. From the replies
half of them are occuping one or two units, that is no more than
400 square feet.
NATURE OF THE FACTORIES
The Hong Kong Industries have been challenged by many
severe tests and proved their capability to meet any difficulties.
In the "Annual Report of Hong Kong 1968" it is stated:1
During the year, industry had to accept the disruptions
caused by rioting, water shortages, reduced public transport
and the devaluation of sterling. That it has managed to
meet all those difficulties and still achieve 17 per cent
increase in the value of domestic exports during 1967
shows the basic strength of the economy and augurs well
for the future.
Actually, the prediction has been fulfilled in the year of
1968. According to the figures from the Statistic Department the
total export volume reached its highest point in 1968. The value
of export increase was about 25.6% over 1967.2 With such a booming
1Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong 1968, Hong Kong Government
Printing Department, 1968, p.47.
2Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong, Trade Statis-
tics- Exports and Re expoorts Hong Kong Government Printing
Department, January, 1969, p.II.
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economic situation in Hong Kong, all industries profit from it
and enjoy its prosperity, especially the small manufacturers who
have the flexible options in doing direct sales, sub-contracts or
both. Half of the thirty who gave answers to this question were
solely in the business of direct sales, the other half were either
doing business of sub-contracts or both direct sales and sub-
contracts.
TABLE 9








Among those who make direct sal es$ many specified that they
sell their products directly to the domestic market or to some
local exporting firms. None of them stated that their products
go directly to the overseas markets. On the other hand, the sub-
contractors simply accept orders from some large local factories$
with all materials for the orders supplied by the contractors.
Almost :all kinds of manufacturing businesses are
operating in the blocks of CSWRFB. Many people feared that the
keen direct competition among the manufacturers might interrupt
the existance of credit union in this field. But this is not true.
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The diversification of business lines, on the contrary, may
stabilize credit need over the year. Unlike other types of personal
loan credit unions, the credit needs will be jammed up at certain
time during the year, such as the time before the new school term
starts, the time before Christmas, Chinese New Year, and so on.
This makes problems in the finance management of the credit
unions. But, this problem in a Small Manufacturers Credit Union
is less serious than in other types of credit unions. It is
understandable that different business lines may have different
peak times and lowtimes in a year. For illustrative purposes,
let us take some' ma jor businesses in the manufacturing field as
examples, the manufacturing business of machinery parts has its
peak sales in the first quarter of the year. The manufacturers
of garments will receive most of their orders for the year in the
second quarter. In September and October rubber footwear will
have its busi- est time. Before Christmas, those manufacturers
whose products are supposed to be consumed during this season
will be tied up by their business.l Evidently, those seasonal
fluctuations in different business lines represent dispersed
credit needs in the year. -This could be a significant factor
favouring the credit union movement enter in the small manufacturers
field in the future.
1
經 濟 導 報 出 版 社 , 香 港 經 濟 年 鑑 , 1965 及 1968
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CREDIT NEEDS
Apparently almost all small manufacturers need a great
amount of short term credits for their business, especially in
the process of industrial development. Szczcpanik pointed out
that the expansion of most of Hong Kong small industrial firms
depended subsequently on the volume of profits ploughed back and
the credit provided by banks, wholesalers and so on. 1 Therefore,
the needs for credit of small manufacturers is no longer a contro-
versial point. But now the question is how great are the credit
needs? Unfortunately, no attempt has been made to obtain a
precise figures. An approximate amount would be useful in
understanding what are likely to be their credit needs.
From the data received, it appears that the financial
turnover of these factories varies from a low of $800 per month to
$100,000 per month. This represents payments received each month
for goods delivered. These payments are seldom made wholly in
cash. No more than 30 per. cent of the respondents enjoy 100%
cash payments. Instead, the payments mostly consist of a payment
in cash, with the remainder paid by post-dated check, or even
wholly paid with the latter. Usually the term offered for deferred
payment is one month. The range is four months at the maximum and
one week at the minimum.
With the statistics of the percentage of payment to each
factory by post-dated check, it was possible to calculate the
1D.J. Dwyer and Lai Chuen-yan, The Small Industrial Unit
in Hong Konq: Patterns and Policies (University of Hall, 1967)
p.11.
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total monthly credit needs of 24 factories for which the data
are available. This amounted to approximately $120,000, an average
of $8,000 per factory. These figures are somewhat overestimated,
because we should consider also a deduction of trade credit in
purchasing raw materials offered by suppliers to those small
manufacturers in common practise. Unfortunately, owing to incom-
plete information, no reliable data could be obtained. However,
the average monthly figure ($81000) may give a rough figure of
the credit size.
It is suitable to recall again here the general practise
among those small manufacturers to sell their post-dated checks
to money lenders at a discount of between 4% and 6% due to their
need of immediate cash. Did the credit union organization help
the small manufacturers along this line to solve their credit needs
in a better way? To what extent has it helped? These are surely
the best measure for evaluating the performance of this specific
type of credit union. This will be discussed Later.
CONNECTION WITH BANKS
Nowadays, anywhere in the world, banks are always the
largest competitors of credit unions, as far as savings and loans
are concerned. The image of the bank has long been inbedded in
the public's mind, It is a symbol of safety for one's money.
Neverthl ess, the credit union movement still obtains prominent
success all over the world in. savings and loans. Undoubtedly,
there are some reasons behind this strange fact. The reason of
this situation could be found if we take alook at the motto of
every credit union Not for profit, not for charity, but for
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service. The most important thing is the services provided by
the credit union for its members 9 services which are usually
not available in other institution, the opportunities to practise
democracy and thrift, to receive quick loan service in time of
emergency, to enjoy life and loan insurance protection, to enjoy
the ownership of the credit union, to share the profits, and so
on. Mr. Polner, Research Director of CUNA International, wrote
in one of his research paper as follows:--1
There is no doubt that our members are changing.
They demand through the highly competitive
marketplace, fast, efficient, economical basic
service with a minimum irritation and inconvenience
to themselves. This they would like to have from
the credit union. They also desire new service
even though they may be inarticulate about these
new services,
In other words, whenever the services of a credit union
are no longer attractive or less convenient to its members,
then the banks and other financial institutions will take over
the business of the credit union.
In realizing that the credit unions are directly competing
with banks, we should pay particularly attention here. The
question was asked whether the small manufacturers have accounts
in banks. It was discovered, about 60 per cent replied that they
have bank accounts and 28 per cent said they have no account at
all. Among these with bank accounts, those who have accounts
with both firm name and personal name accounted for only 10 per
cent while those who have accounts with their firm names accounted
for 70 per cent the other 20 per cent use their personal name.
1Walter Polner, "Realities Revealed by Research" (paper
presented to the International Association of Managing Directors
Annual Meeting, July, 1965), p.4.
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TABLE 10
NUMBER OF MANUFACTURERS POSSESSING BANK ACCCUNT
Bank Number Of
Accounts Man of act ur er s
With Firms' Name 4
With Owners' Name 13
Both With Owners Firms' Name 2
No Bank Accounts 9
Unknown 4
Total 32
The size of sales volume of the manufacturers is an
indication of their relation with banks. In other workds, the
bank account owners are always those who have bigger business.
It is our purpose :.to calculate an average sale volume for each
group in order to make this clear. The manufacturers in the
Both group rank as the first with an average of $35,000 in
sales. The second is the group with Firms' Name which have
average sales of $27,300. The group having the smallest sales
is those who have no bank accounts, their average sales being
only $3,600. Due to the insufficient data in the owners' name
group' the average figure is not available for comparison. It
is apparent that its rank will not be the lowest among the groups.
When the time comes those small manufacturers with
comparatively bigger business and who have bank acounts, will
ultimately be accepted by banks for loans, although, most of them
150 per cent of replies in the Owners' name bank accounts
group specified that their sales volume was uncertain. Therefore s
the.average figure derived from that is not justified to represent
the whole group. But in the other half of the replies, none shows
a sales less than $3.600.
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are not financially acceptable at present. However, one should
not neglect the possible effects of this trend to the credit
union movement in Hong Kong, especially to the small manufacturer
type of credit union.
THE PROGRESS OF THE CREDIT UNION
Any one desiring to study the progress of a credit union
will be helped by the following diagram. In reality, no going.
concern will make progress without having new essence being added
to it. The credit union is not an exception. Progress in a
credit union goes through a cycle, It starts by pooling the
savings of all members, and ends with allocating earnings in the
form of :dividends to its members. In between is the loan service.
FIGURE 3




D ivid end Savinqs
(4) (3)
Interest Loans
A credit union is an organization of people. The desires
of members of a credit union are always being considered first:
The policies are subject to change in accordance with the changes
of its members new services should be added according to the
desires of its members every effort is made by the Educational
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Committee to educate its members and invite new members. However,
in any instance, unless the members are satisfied and confidence
has been established, the savings in the credit union could not
be enlarged. One of the primary purposes of every credit union
is to encourage thrift to its members by means of systematic
savings. The savings could be deposited monthly, weekly, or
whatever it may be. Payroll deduction is a good way for making
systematic savings in employee type of credit union. From the
credit union Year Book statistics, we find that the payroll deduc-
tion privilege is one of the most important factors in causing
the growth of many credit unions. It is reported that among the
50 largest credit unions in the United states 35 of them had
payroll deduction,1 This evidenced that a systematic saving of
members could secure a steady increase in the amount of savings
for lending to members in need. In the meantime, the more money
is utilized in terms of loans to members, the more interest is
earned. Consequently, the earnings are distributed in the form
of dividends to all members according to their savings shares. A
reasonable dividend rate may stimulate the addition of new members
and encourage thrift. Thus, the cycle runs again and again. It
is evident that each step in the cycle is essential in a growing
credit union.
We now proceed to the study of CSWFOCU. We shall continue
to follow the sequence of the steps in the cycle and discuss
them one by one after a briefing on general information and
understanding of important decision made by the credit union.
1Credit Union Yearbook, 1965 (CUNA International, Inc.) p.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The office of the credit union is on the 1st floor of
Block I. That is a 198 sq.ft. unit. The unit was provided by
the Resettlement Department for provisional occupation when the
credit union started operation in March, 1968. An official
request for permanent use of the space had been made to the
authority concerned, but has been refused six months after.
Every effort is being made on this concern. No rent was charged
during this transitional period. All the furniture and equipment
in the office have been donated by some of the directors and
committeemen. The office is open to all members only twice a
week, every Monday and Thursday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The elected
treasurer is present during the office hours, handling all routine
operations of the credit union. A part-time assistant was employed
by the directors personally.
IMPORTANT POLICIES MADE
It is very important to know what decisions have been
made at the outset of the credit union. The followings are
abstracted from various official documents and minutes of the
credit union.
1. The bond of membership will be as follows:
License-holder and factory owners of the Cheung Sha Wan
Resettlement Factory Building. (For those who hold partnership
in the factory, one partner should be authorized by the other
partners to be members of the credit unions)
2. The members must save at least $5.00 (one share)
each time. No installment will. be allowed. First share payment
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will be $2 5.00 (5 shares)*
3. No loans other than for productive purpose for business
are allowed to members.
4. Place of Depository The Hong Kong Shanghai Banking
Corp*, Castle Peak Road, Kowloon.
5. Signature and seals of the credit union- The Treasurer,
The President and The Vice-President are authorized to sign checks.
A seal will be made. The name-- Cheung Sha Wan Factory Owners
Credit Union- will appear on the seal.
6. Character of the loans- Loans without security up
to HK$1000.00 must be repaid within 6 months.
7* Loans with post-dated checks as security- $520002
must be repaid within one month. (Can be extended to two months
with good reasons.)
8. Joining of the Hong Kong Credit Union League as a
member union.
9. Target of membership-- 200 before the month of July,
19686
10. Office hours-• Every Monday and Thursday from 7:00 p.m.
to 9:00 P.M.
MEMBERSHIP
Actually, the membership of the Credit Union is limited
to only those factory owners (they are also the license holders)
in the CSWRFB. That is to say, the total potential number of
members of the credit union is more than 700. Therefore, it is
not so surprising to learn that in the first directors meeting,
they anticipated having 200 members as their taret aim
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for the first-half year. Generally speaking, the growth rate of
new membership in the first year of any new credit union is always
the most satisfactory. From past experience gained from other
credit unions, the average monthly growth rate of membership for
a new credit union in its first year is around 100 per cent.
Does the CSWFOCU follows this growth pattern ? And did it reach
its target goal ? The answer is negative if we examine its monthly
records. The membership increased by only 48% in the whole year
from 50 (March, 1968) to 74 (February, 1969), about two members
added per month is average.. But if we break the whole year into
two halves, the growth rate in the second half is nearly zero.
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Source: Monthly Exports of the Cheung
Sha Wan Factory Owners' Credit Union.
In view of this unsmooth growth distribution, it is
certain that something was wrong in the last months. For the
purpose of finding the reasons which hindered the growth of the
credit union, some directors were visited. They said that the
credit union performed very well in the first six months simply
because every one in the credit union was so enthusiastic. The
directors and committeemen dedicated their time to plan and work
for the credit union. They even paid regular visits to non--
member manufacturers in order to-attract more membership. They
went positively to members who agreed to save systematically.
The new members at that period attended some training sessions
1968
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sponsored jointly by the educational committee and the Credit
Union League. There they learned more about the credit union.
Of course, all these explained somehow the reason why the credit
union made progress in the first half year. In respect to the
failure of maintaining the rapid growth for the later part of the
fiscal year, the reasons given could be summarized as follow:
1. The refusal to the appeal for permanent use of the
office space disappointed them very much and caused a decrease
in enthusiasm of the credit union members.
2. The business of their own manufacturing work restricted
them from aivina such effort to the credit union
3. Occasional criticism came from members that the credit
union could not satisfy their credit needs.
4. Some committeemen, for instance in the Educational
Committee, qave u their duties in the credit union.
A combination of the above reasons explains why the credit
-union did not grow in the second half of the years
Now? let us proceed to the next step and see if there was
any direct influence of membership growth to the savings in this
credit union.
SAVINGS
So far we have learned that the members of a credit union
make up the body of the credit union. But the heart of the body
is the savings that it can obtain from the members. If it cannot
obtain these savings, then the credit union cannot carry out
most of its functions. Gradually, the body will die. Referring
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back to our case of the CSWFOCU, table 12 shows the growth




Months Savings Increase Increase
1968 March 1.95
April 3,155 1,360 75.7%
May 4,195 1,040 32,9%
June 6,065 1,870 44.5%
July 7,245 1,180 19.4%
August 8,410 1,165 16.0%
September 9,170 760 9.0%
October 10,510 1,340 14.6%
November 11,175 665 6.3%
December 12,110 935 8.3%
1969, January 12,88 770 6.3%
February 13,145 265 2.0%
Source: Monthly Exports of The Cheung Sha
Wan Factory Owners' Credit Union.
The savings of the credit union rose from $1,795 in March,
1968 to $13,145 in February, 1969. This makes an average increase
of $1,000 per month. Neverthless9 it-is noticeable that the
increment of savings is declining. This explains that the uneven
growth pattern of membership does influence the growth of savings
in the credit union. But it is not a direct reflection of the
savings. The growth of savings in a credit union is directly




by their saving capability and saving purposes.
1. Saving Capability
Saving capability means the ability of a person to
set aside funds from his income for the purpose of saving. It
is not necessarily meant that these funds should be put in some
specific organization. It could be in any form. Needless, to say,
the saving capability is usually dependent upon the person's
earning power. In Hong Kong that a small factory owner, always
has a better chance than a wage earner of the same class, of course,
with larger risk. If we take Cheung Sha Wan Factory Owners' as
an example, the total monthly sales of 28 factories for; which
the statistics are available was $565,400. Assuming, they can
earn 10 per cent on their total sales, then an average of $2,000
will be returned to each owner every month. This is considered
a middle income-level group. At present, most credit unions are
established among lower income groups. According to the report of
the CSWFOCU, the saving amount put in the credit union by the
individual members each time varied from a minimum of one share
($5 per share) to sixty shares. The model amount was six shares.
2. Saving Purposes
Motivation in saving may differ very greatly from one
person to another. One may save simply because he desire to, or
he may have some specific purposes. Polner stated that the old
concept of saving in the United States is to meet a rainy day
in the future. But now because of the extensive social welfare
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facilities available, the concept has changed to consumer uses.1
Snider also pointed out in his research paper that in some of the
credit unions the members are interested almost exclusively in
the borrowing opportunity, while in others the opportunity for
a profitable accumulation of savings is the primary intereste.2
This may represent two extreme cases in savings. For illustrative
purposes, here is a hypothetical credit union with 100 members.
If all of them joined the credit union just :for obtaining the
borrowing opportunity, then one share ($5 a share) is enough to
entitle them to a loan. But obviously, the total savings from
which the loan funds are available will be very much limited.
On the contrary, in the same credit union the funds could be
unlimited if the members have confidence in the credit union and
expect to share its profits by engaging in a systematic saving
scheme. This tells us how important the "saving purposes" are in
a credit union.
In the CSWFOCU, we have no knowledge of what their saving
purposes are, But still we can get some idea by styding the
number of active members in the credit union. Here, the meaning of
active member is one who is active in saving activity, regardless
of how much the amount of the savings he puts in. The number of
1Walter Polner "Future Trends In The Credit Union
Movement" (Paper presented to Annual Meeting, Kinnesota League of
Credit Unions, April, 1966), p.27.
2Joseph L. Snider, Credit Unions in Massachusette,
(Cambridge Harvard University Press, 1939), p.4.
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active members was recorded as two-thirds of the total number of
members during the first quarter months since its establishment.
But a decrease of active members to one-half or less in the later
months appeared. In other words, the other half of members who
were considered inactive were either lost their confidence in the
credit union or had the saving purpose of obtaining borrowing
opportunity.
LOANS
Savings and loans service are two basic functions in a
credit union. Members are encouraged to practise thrift as well
as to use the accumulated capital wisely for provident or productive
purposes. Theoretically speaking, a credit union is considered
successful if its accumulated capital is fully utilized by lending
out to its members in need under the safe condition that all the
loans given will eventually be refunded according to the agreement.
At the same time, the members' credit needs are being satisfied.
Of course, it may seem that this is impossible. For example, one
may ask how could the total savings obtained be just enough to
meet the total credit needs of the members? (Excessive savings
over credit needs means idle and unproductive capital, but in-
sufficient capital means that members are not being satisfied.)
How can the total credit needs of members be figured out? Who
can be sure that the loans granted are safe? All these things
make the ideal seem impossible. Notwithstanding, this could be
regarded on the highest standard for a successful credit union.
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Coming back to our case, let us see what has been done
along the line of loan service in the CSWFOCU. An stated earlier,
the credit union decided to accept loans without security up to
$1,000, with the longest period of six months and loans with
post-dated checks as security to the upper limit of $5,000 within
one month. But surprisingly, it was found that this was not the
case at all in practice. The methods employed in the processing
of loans neither conform with its loan policy set nor to what
other credit unions are doing. In fact, all the loans are secured
loans regardless of their amount'. The borrower has to present a
one month post--dated check of his own or other means, stating a
sum of principals plus due interest. No installment repayment of
loans as it is exercised by all other credit union is allowed.
The amount of loans granted was between $300 and $500. As to the
end of February, 1969, statistics show that the total number of
loan applications was 90 in which 9 came from staffs and were
discussed at the joint meeting.1 None of the applications was
rejected. The total loans outstanding were $7,050 and the total
accumulated loans was $40,450 (see Table 13 in next oaae).
1Hong Kong Credit Union, Ordinance No.39 of 1968 (Hong
Kong Government Printer, Part VI, Section 42), p.18.
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TABLE 13






Agri l 3 600 600
Ma 6 2.300 2,300
June 12 4900 6,800
July 7 4,900 11,300
Aucxust 9 6.400 159400
September 5 3,700 17.700
October 10 5,600 22.500
NovPmar 9 6.300 2 6.700
Decembe 11 6.400 31.700
1969, January 9 6,750 36.150
Febr uarv 9 7,050 40,450
Total 90
Source: Monthly Reports of the Cheung Sha
Wan Factory Owners' Credit Union.
From the statistics shown, there are several things worth
noticing. First, in February, 1969, there were only 74 members
in the credit union but the number of loan applications approved
,was 90, this may imply a substantial amount of credit needs among
the members. Second, the total accumulated loans reached a very
high rate of turnover, 3.5 times over the total savings. Third,
the monthly loans outstanding grew very slightly. If we compare
month by month the amount between the savings and the loans
outstanding in the credit union, we will find that the credit
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union did not utilize its funds available to serve its members
(Figure 4). The idle or unproductive funds in the credit union
tended to increase. This could possibly be explained as follows:-
1. There were no severe credit problems among members.
2. The members did not care to borrow money from their
credit union.
3. It was the policy of the credit union to restrain the
utilization of unds.
Referring to the analysis in the last section, we reject
the first reason above since the members do need credit. But the
other two reasons seemed valid. It has been confirmed by the
spokesman of the credit union that only one-fourth of the members
were using its loan service while the other three-fourths just
did not care to apply for loans in the credit union because the
available amount was too small and could not help them. Another
major reason for the gap between the amount of savings and
outstanding loans was due to the loan policy of the credit union.
a) To reserve arbitrarily a portion of savings for safety-
This was done in the past in the credit union. Usually the
borrowers would communicate informally with the Treasurer or
officers of the credit union, asking whether there were funds
available for loans before they applied for loans. Thus, a portion
could be reserved.
b) No installment repayment for the loans - In Hong Kong
nearly all the credit unions are exercising the installment
repayment system in loans. This, they believe, can facilitate
members with convenience and also can help the credit union in
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obtaining more and stable earnings through loans and in budgeting
the available funds for members.
Just tor illustration, we take the same outstanding loan
figures of the credit union as an example, but only change its
term from one month to two months with two equal payments. No
doubt, the extension of the loan term will give convenience to the
member borrowers and also increase the credit unions' earnings by
50% from $549 to $788.25 (Table 14). In this way, the gap between
total savings and total outstanding loans could be shortened and
stablized (Figure 4). Occasionally, in some months, the credit
needs may exceed the funds available in the credit union but this
could be settled by arranging an overdraw agreement with the bank.
FIGURE 4
CHEUNG SHA WAN FACTORY OWNERS' CREDIT UNION
000 170Represents amount of savings.
Represents loans outstanding. (Present one month term loan.000 160
Represents loans outstanding. (Two Months equal installment


































INTEREST EARNINGS OF ONE MONTH
TERM LOANS AND INSTALLMENT REPAYMENT LOANS
One Month Two Months
Term Loan Installment Loan
Out stand ingj InfPrPs- Outstanding InterestMonths
Earned*Loans Loans Earned*
1968, March
600April 6 600 6
May 2,300 23 2,600 26
49June 4,900 6,050 60.5
July 4,900 49 73.57.350
August 6,400 64 8,850 88.5
September 5,700 37 6,900 69
October 565,600 7,450 74. 5
November 6,300 65 9,100 91
December 6,400 64 9,550 95.5
1969, January 67.56,750 9,950 99.5
February 7,050 70.5 10,425 104.25
Total 549.0 788.25
Interest in 1% per month on the unpaid balance.
Concerning the efficiency of processing the loans, it
was told that usually the whole process takes only two or three
days to settle a loan application. Upon receiving a loan
application from the treasurer, the chairman of the loan Committee
can communicate with the other two committee members immediately
by using the telephone. And then pass back the yes or no




As we all know, the interest charge on loans in any credit
union in the world can not be more than one percent on the unpaid
loan balance per month. It is restricted by law.1 But in
actuality, in order to compete with other financial institutions,
many credit unions in the United States are charging less than 1%
rate. Polner pointed out that in a survey made in over 8000 U.S.
credit unions, it was found that the smaller credit unions have
continued to charge 1% on the unpaid balance per month, while the
larger credit unions, facing intense competition, have started to
reduce their rates.2 More than that, many credit unions in
North America refund portions of the interest paid to their members.
The model rate in the U.S. is 10%, and 1967 data show that in
Canada large credit unions pay 20% or more in interest refunds.
The interest refund system is unique to the credit union movement,
being similar to patronage refunds paid by many kinds of consumer
corporations.3 In Hong Kong neither the less than standard
interest rate nor the interest refund are being employed,
In our previous discussion, we asked that the interest on
loans is the major, if not exclusive, source of income of a credit
union. The net income after deducting all the expenses and a
certain percentage of reserve will be distributed to its members
1Hong Kong Credit Union Ordinance No.39 of 1968 (Hong
Kong Government Printer, Part VI, Section 41), p.18. g
2Walter Polner, "Realities Revealed By Research" (paper
presented to the International Association on Managing Directors
Annual Meeting, July, 1965), p.10.
3Credit Union Year Book 1968 (CUNA International Inc),
p.14.
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in the form of dividends. The credit union organization is
unique in a sense that it does not only provide loan service to
members at reasonable interest rate, but also can survive with
profits (although its primary aim is not for profit but for
service). In Hong Kong all credit union made profits at the
end of their first year and declared a dividend rate ranging from
2.5 to 4 percent. This rate is quite comparable-to that offered
by banks to their Savings Account Depositors.1 Richard Giles
explains the reasons in his book:
... A credit union usually has small operating
expenses; its officers serve as volunteers, and
rent is not likely to be much of an item.
... Even as to credit union grows to substantial
size and requires bigger office space and paid 2staff,
the expenses of doing business are still low.
In summary, the reasons are:-
1. They have low expenses- often space and lights,
heat, etc. are provided by the sponsor i.e. company for its
employees in employee type credit union church for members in
parish type credit union.
2. They are run by volunteers. Members of the board of
directors and committeemen serve without pay, with the exception
of the treasurer, who may be paid, for the main burden of work
falls on him.
1' The member savers of a credit union are similar to the
Saving Account depositors of a bank. Both are provided with
passbooks which must be presented for every deposit or withdrawal.
As pronounced by the Hong Kong Institue of Bankers, starting from
July 1, 1968, the interest rate of Savings Account is 3.5% per
annum.
2 Richard Y. Giles, Credit for the Millions (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1951), p.24.
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3. The common bond of membership means that the credit
union knows its members, so investigation fees are unnessary,
and collection costs are insignificant.
Then how about the situation of the CSWFOCU in this
concern? Unfortunately, it is found that the credit union was
in a position of loss. The income statement as to the end of
January, 1969, is reproduced as follows:-
TABLE 15
CHEUNG SHA WAN FACTORY OWNERS
CREDIT UNION INCOME STATEMENT
FROM MARCH 31. 1968 TO JANUARY 31. 1969






Miscellaneous General 274.00 498.22
Net Loss 196.7
This item should not be treated as General
Expense of the credit union, but should be
paid by individual member. (League Dues:
HK$5.00 per Year for each member.)
Source: Financial & Statistical Report of the
Cheuna Sha Wan Factory Owners' Credit Union.
DIVIDENDS
Although the first annual meeting of the credit union has
not yet been held, the financial position shown in Table 15
suggests that dividends could not be expected in the first vear.
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OPINIONS ABOUT THE CREDIT UNION
In the foregoing sections of this chapter, we have discussed
much about the manufacturers and the credit union itself by analysing
the returned questionnaires and official records and documents of the
credit union. All of these certainly are important parts of this case
study, but it is not complete unless we include opinions from various
groups regarding the credit union. In this section, opinions which
have been collected by means of personal interviews are presented. The
opinions are from two groups: (1) The inside group that is the members
and officers of the credit union. (2) The outside group, consisting
of potential members of the credit union, responsible Government
officers, and the Credit Union League.
It would be valuable to learn the feelings of the members and
the officers about their own cred;it union. It has been stressed
repeatedly that the growth of a credit union is largely determined
by its members and the voluntary officers, whether or not the members
are satisfied with the existing services provided by the credit union
and whether the voluntary officers are performing their duties in the
credit union as a management team with willingness. These are all
crucial determinants for a successful credit union. Here, efforts
have been made to collect opinions from both the members and officers
in these concerns.
The interviewing took place in March, 1969, just before the
first annual general meeting ,of the credit union. It is believed
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that after a one-year operation, the members would realize more
about their credit union. But a time like this was considered
not suitable for an outsider to visit, since the visit might
arouse suspicion among the members that there were something
wrong in the credit union and it was under investigation. Thus,
the future development of the credit union might be impaired.
Under these circumstances, the writer visited only 30 members out
of 74, using random sampling method. Among the 30 interviewed, 11 were
officers of the credit union, some were directors, some were
committeemen. The opinions are grouped and presented as follows:-
In reply to the verbal question Can the credit union help
its members in solving their short term finantial difficulties
or not ?" All but two answered in positive. 'Despite the
majority of positive answers, the interviewer could ±:eel the
uncertainty. All of the answers were something like this: It
can help a little, very probably it can help, it helps some of
the members. and the like.
Following each answer, a further explanation was required.
It was found many showed the same feelings. Here are some
significant points made:--
1. The funds available in the credit union are far from the
amounts needed..
2. If the credit union has to depend solely on the savings
oflits members, it will never reach the point where the total credit
needs are being satisfied. (Some members thought that some banks are
considering helping the credit union because they recalled that
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occasionally bank-related people participated in their meetings.)
3. The one month term loan of the credit union is too short.
The above reasons help in understanding why the members felt
that the credit union can provide only limited loan service to them
and that they were not yet quite satisfied.
Regarding the question "What and how should the credit union
be improved in order to make it more helpful to members ?" Forty
per cent of those interviewed expressed no ideas. Almost all of the
remaining sixty per cent who gave expression thought that the increase
of funds available in the credit union should be first considered.
Besides this, other suggestions were also made:--
1. The problem of occupation of office space must be settled.
2. The office hours should be extended.
3. Communication is always a problem it needs to be improved.
4. The initiative visit the member scheme in collecting savinc
from members should be resumed.
The more benefits the members thought they could obtain from
their credit union, the more favourablly they would think of the future
development of the credit union. It is believed that a credit union
can teach its members not only to save, to practise thrift and to
use money wisely in terms of loans, but also to contribute to
opportunities of unselfish co-operation, self--reliance and self respects
mutual trust, leadership, democratic principles and methods of book-
keeping and management methods.1 The question was asked what
1John Collins S.J. What is a credit union, (pamphlet
published by SELA. H.K.) P.1-5.
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contributions other than loan service they though they might obtain
from their credit union ? Of the nine who have answered this question,
only two mentioned the value of practicing thrift as one of the
contributions of the credit union. One said the learning opportunity
was a contribution which the credit union provided. Eight out of nine
expressed that they were inclined to think the credit union can promote
friendship among the members,,
The opinions which represent half of the total members
revealed a hesitant spirit in regard to the credit union. They did
not deny the usefulness of the credit union but questioned the extent
of the usefulness. It was found during the interviews that in the
first place, the image of the credit union was better accepted among
smaller manufacturer members than among those who have bigger
business. Secondly, the closer the relationship with the credit
union (such as those holding office) the more pessimistic was the
feeling toward the future of the credit union. Lastly, there was
a lack of common concern regarding the credit union. Very few
members (excluding officers) cared for the business of their credit
union. They did not know what was happening or what the financial
position was in the credit union. Besides, the misconceptions of
some of the members about their credit union was not uncommon. As
an example, the_ writer found in some cases that the members did
not believe that their savings in the credit union were withdrawable.
These are results of poor communication.
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OUTSIDE GROUP
This group consists of potential members of the credit
union, responsible Government officers and the Credit Union
League. Their comments will be present respectively.
1. Potential members
Apart from the opinions of the members regarding
their credit union, the opinions of the potential members
are equally important to the future development of the credit
union. Originally, the writer planned to visit a large
number of non-member factory owners in the buildings in
order to obtain comprehensive opinions from this group.
Unfortunately, in a preliminary survey of ten non-member
owners (two from each building by random), seven out of ten
had never heard the term credit union. The rest said that
they knew the term but knew nothing about it. Obviously, if
one knows nothing about the credit union, he can not express
his opinions on this specific organization. Again this fact
shows that the credit union failed to communicate its potential
members,
Therefore, the writer gave up his original plan and
visited those who had some knowledge of the credit union but
had not joined it. The only, source which represented this
group of people was those 32 questionnaire respondents in
which only about eight had already become members. It was
thought there must be spme reasons for their not being members.
If the reasons could be discovered, this could be very meaningful
and helpful in this study.
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In these twenty four non-member owners only thirteen
were interviewed. The others were not in when the interviewer
visited them. In finding the reasons why they did not join
the credit union, three types of attitudes were found. (1)
There were people (seven persons) who expressed their willingness
to join the credit union but due to several reasons they have
not become members. (2) There were people (two persons) who
exercised the principle of wait and see, and (3) There were
people (four persons) who expressed their objection in joining
the credit union based on their convictions. The reasons
given in each category are presented in summary form as
follows:-
a) Those who wish to loin
Although the desire was expressed but no action
has followed. The most common reason given was that they
were too busy in business and that prevented them from being
members. Some of them thought that if they were members they
were obliged to attend frequent meetings thereafter. Others
said they were impressed very much by the first few discussions
one year ago and wanted to learn more, but :since then they had
no news from the credit union. The respondents did not even
realize the existence of the credit union. Some other individual
reasons were also given, such as having no needs for credit at
the time being, having no saving capability at present, etc.
b Those who wish to wait and see
In this group of people, it seems that they had no
special interest. They joined the open discussion meeting
because others did, and they did not join the credit union
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because some of their friends did not. Nevertheless, some did
express that the loan service of the credit union will not be
adequate if it depends solely on the savings of the members.
In addition y they thought the credit union should got aid from
government or banks.
c) Those who do not with to join
A variety of reasons were mentioned by the respondents
in supporting their not being a member. One said there could
never be any true mutual help in any form among the manufacturers
in the area. Another one said that unity of members in the
credit union was impossible. Some confessed that they were
discouraged by learning that any application for membership
must have at least one director or two members of the credit
union as their references. The requirement of guarantor for
loans was also an embarassing factor. One respondent disclosed
his only reason for not joining the credit union was that he
believed the savings in the credit union could not be withdrawn
until the end of each financial year.
In reviewing the expressions given by potential
members, it was found, in general, they had very little
knowledge about the credit union. However, eight out of the
thirteen respondents tended to be in favor of the credit union.
If somebody from the credit union will try to reach them,
most likely they will become members of the credit union.
As to the remaining who objected, it seems that they were
disagreeing with something they did not understands As soon
as they learn more and understand about credit unions, they
might change what they now believe. In short, the credit union
has good prospects in gaining new members if its Educational
Committee really performs its duties. At present, it is a
critical failure of the credit union to communicate with
members and potential members.
2. Government officers
Brief comments were made by Mr. W.C. Tang, the
officer in charge of the CSWRFB and Mr. Walter Duncan, Registrar
of Credit Unions.
Mr. Tanq:
The credit union does not achieve what is expected
because it was established during the business contraction
period in 1968.
Mr. Duncan:
It seems that the credit union lacks a fair and
common base in savings and loans, The members need considerable
amount of loans from the credit union for their business, but
are their savings in the credit union coming also from the
income of their business or just from their pocket money 2
3. The Credit Union Leaaue
Mr. K.W. So' the managing director of the Credit Union
League said: We have confidence in this credit union. In the
past-, the CSWFOCU has been doing their own ways and did not
accept some of the advice of the League. However, we wil l try
our greatest effort to help the credit union. A promotional
campaign is going to be carried out right after. its annual
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSICN AND SUGGESTIONS
In this present chapter, the writer intends to summarize
the whole study by listing some of the significant findings from
the study. Eventually, the findings lead to a conclusion. In
the very last part of this chapter, the writer makes some
suggestions for improving the present operations of the credit
union.
SUMMARY
The study of the CSWFOCU in the foregoing chapter
revealed the following findings which seem to be significant
in answering the subject question of this paper. (Can the
credit union device be successfully adopted in industry by
small manufacturers in solving their short term financial
difficulties ?)
1. The manufacturers in CSWRFB are really small
according to the definition stated in this paper.
2. The variety of kinds of businesses in the CSWRFB
favors the credit union in terms of spreading the credit needs
evenly over the year.
3. The small manufacturers do need a considerable
amount of short term credit for their business operations. A
rough estimation of HK$8,000 is needed per month per factory
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on an average. This necessitates the need for a credit union
or other financinq organization.
4. The majority of the manufacturers examined has
no access to bank loans. No more than 20 per cent of the
manufacturers possessed bank accounts with their firm names,
which provides them the fundamental requirement for a bank
loan. That is the relationship between the firm and the bank.
This situation favors the establishment of credit unions
among the small manufacturers but implies a severe competition
problem which challenges the management of the credit union
in the future stage.
5. In regard to the membership and savings, the credit
union showed a satisfactory growth in the first half of the
fiscal year but failed to retain the growth the rest of the
year.
6. The loan service of the credit union did not
satisfy the needs of its members, mainly due to the insufficient
amount of funds available. Only one-fourth of the members
were using this service.
7. The management of the credit union is conservative
in loan practices. For instance every loan is secured loan
of no more than HK$500, and must be repaid within one month.
As a result, the earnings of the credit union are affected
and the members are discouraged.
8. The management officers of the credit union were
too ambitious and expected too much at the outset of the credit
union. But when they found some of their ideals could not be
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materialized, they were very disappointed and some even gave
up their duties. For instance, the disapproval of office
occupancy, the failure to reach the 200 membership target,
etc. disencourage their ambition.
9. The lack of communication is apparently existing in
the credit union. So that the members are loosely binded, and
the potential members are not approached.
10. There are conflicts between the credit union and
the Credit Union League. The former rejected much advice
suggested by the latter and complained that the League did not
understand theirroblems.
11. There are good prospects for the credit union in
promoting new membership. The credit union idea is acceptable
to the non-member factory owners.
CONCLUSIONS
The writer has stated repeatedly that the CSWFOCU is
still in its experimental stage. The time for a final conclusion,
determining whether or not the credit union movement will be
successful in the field of small manufacturers, has not yet
come. More time for detailed observation is needed. Therefore,
it should be noted that the conclusion made here in this
chapter represent only the writer.'s personal opinions which
were based on the findings of his study of this specific
credit union.
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1. The fundamental difference between the type of Small
Manufacturers Credit Union and the other types (Residential,
Parish, Employee etc.) is that the former is no longer a
small personal loan credit union. Instead, it is supposed to
handle large amount of capital loans. The expected contribution
to the whole economy of the former is much larger than the
latter.
2. In answering the first part of the subject question
Can the credit union device be successfully adopted in industry
by small manufacturers ?" The answer is "Yes". Firstly, the
small manufacturer type of credit union shows no great difference
from other types if we compare them purely from the physical
dimension of membership, savings and outstanding loans. (See
table 3). Secondly, from the results of the analysis, it seems
that there are many favourable characteristics in the small
manufacturer group,; particularly fitting for a successful
credit union. (see the above findings (2), (3), (4) and (11).
3. Unfortunately, according to the findings of the
study (refer to findings (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) and (10))
the answer to the second part of the subject question, "Can
the credit union device be a means for small manufacturers in
solving their short term financial difficulties ?" is "Nor"
It is believed that some changes to the present operations
are necessary.
In summary, the Small Manufacturer type of Credit Union
should not be regarded as small or conventional credit unions
in concept. It could exist as well as, or even better than,
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other types of credit unions because of its many favourable
characteristics. But under the present operations it has not
and will not solve the financial difficulties of its members
unless some proper changes or adjustments in management are




From the above conclusions, it has been stated that the
small manufacturer type of credit union is conceptually
different from other types of credit union. This is something
very basic and important. The credit union is now facing many
difficulties because no one pays attention to this difference.
At present, the CSWFOCU has a same management composition, and.
adopts similar policies and practises as other small personal
loan credit union doing. Although these may meet the needs of
other credit union but not this small manufacturer type of
credit union. There must be some changes. Polner of the Credit
Union National Association reminds us that a credit union
should never look at itself as being an institution that cannot
change because of the different enviroment and the changing
world. In our present case, the sooner one can see this fundamental
conceptual difference, the sooner he will be able to move so
that the credit union will be able to meet the current and
future needs of its members.
At the present moment, the credit union is in a pessimistic
atmosphere, the members are not satisfied with the existing
services, no confidence has yet been established in the members
in their own credit union. And even worse, the officers have
lost their enthusiasm for the credit union. A simple reason
which might explain this situation is that because the initial
goal of forming the credit union - credit solution - has not
been reached and members doubt the possibility. From our
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analysis of the study, we can see the insufficiency of funds
and the improper loan decisions were far from meeting the
demands of the members. Therefore, the writer thinks there are
two immediate problems which need to have some suggestings:
(1) How could the funds available in the credit union be
increased ? and (2) What corresponding loan policies should be
adopted to ensure better and more efficient service to members ?
Neverthless, the suggestions will never become facts if a
strong and competent management group is not in existance.
This will also be discussed. The detailed design of the
suggestions is not attempted, but the most important are the
ideas in the suggestions.
THE INCREASE OF FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR LOANS
From the preceding study of the CSWFOCU, it is particularly
clear that the credit union is suffering much because. of the
insufficient funds available for loans. Therefore, the ways
in which the available funds in the credit union could be
increased is the main subject of discussion here. The writer
thinks that there are three approaches which seen fessible (1)
approach to its own members (2) approach to other credit
unions and (3) approach to government agencies. Among the three,
the later two approaches are really supplementary.
1. Approach To Its Own Member:
As we all know, the source of income of a credit
union is primarily from members both in the forms of savings
and interest. In fact, the former determines the latter and
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further reflects the growth of the credit union. In our study,
it is found that the CSWFOCU did not show a reasonable growth
in savings. This was not because members do not have "the
saving capability"; instead, what was pointed out by Mr. Duncan,
is that there is lacking an equal "base" in savings and loans.
Unlike other types of credit unions, the CSWFOCU provides loans
to its members only for productive purposes. That is to say,
the loans are permissible only to those who need the funds for
their manufacturing business. According to this fact, it would
be more reasonable if an agreement was made by members to save
a certain amount of money according to their incomes derived
from their business. Two proposals are made: (1) members
agree to save one percent from their monthly sales. (2) members
agree to pay two percent interest on their unpaid loan balance.
From that, one percent is the usual interest charge for the
loan and the other one percent goes to the personal saving
accounts of the borrower. In doing these things, two advantages
are obtained (1) There is an equal base for the loan and savings
in the credit union. The loans are given for the business
needs and the savings are collected from the business income.
(2) A systematic saving scheme is established. As stated
earlier, it is reported and evidence shown that this scheme is
one of the most important factors in causing the growth of
credit unions.
Very likely one may question the feasability of the
above proposals. The writer admits that this is not an easy
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task to put into practice. It involves many difficulties. But
the readers must remember that a credit union is a mutual
help and cooperative device. The promotion of thrift to the
members is the main teaching of a credit union. Bearing this
in mind, if a member who has really been taught and educated on
the basic philosophy of the credit union and has learned the
benefits he could become a regular saver. Undoubtedly, he
will like to participate in this systematic saving scheme or,
at least, he will like to try it out. At this point the role
of the educational part played by the Education Committee of
the credit union and the Credit Union League are being challenged.
An illustration may help in explaining the situations.
Using again the on-hand information of the small manufacturers,
the average disposable income of each manufacturer is about
$2,000. This figure was derived on the assumption that ten
percent was returned from the sales. Now, if we follow the first
proposal, that is agreement that one percent of the total monthly
sales will be saved in the credit union, then each will save
$200 per month, which accounts for ten percent of his total
disposable income. Will this be possible if one includes in
his family budget the ten percent saving scheme ? It seems
that it is bearable. Some Christians commit themselves to
their church by-offering ten percent from their total incomes.
Let us see now now the second proposal is put into
practice. Assuming that an estimated average. monthly credit
of $8,000 is needed by each member is reliable, the additional
one percent interest on the loan ($80) will proiect one's
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saving scheme in his budget from ten percent to fourteen percent.
2. Approach To Other Credit Unions
It has been discussed that every credit union should
try to reduce its idle and unproductive funds to a minimum by
means of lending out to members or investing in other legal.,.::
bodies as provided by the law. But from the monthly statistics
reports of any month show that about one-fifth of the total
savings in all credit-unions are lying idle and unproductive in
checking accounts in banks.' It happens that sometimes a
certain credit union loaned out 100 percent of its funds to
members and was still short of funds, while some other credit
unions kept 90 percent of their funds unused. This unbalanced
situation could be eliminated if an inter-credit union loans
facility is provided. The League should be the only one
eligible to take up this responsibility. As soon as the inter-
credit union loan services are available, the small manufacturer
type of credit union could benefit from it in a sense that a
portion of the credit needs could be shifted.
3. Approach To Government AnpniPs
Several years ago in 1960, Mr. K.S. Los Chairmen of
the Smaller Business Committee of Hong Kong Management Association,
suggested an industrial-aid proposal for small manufacturers.
But owing to the unenthusiatic reation of the banking community,
2
the proposal was put off. In the following years, the idea of
1' See Table 3 on page 24, The total loans outstanding
(Column 7) is four-fifths of the total savings (Column 6).
2 Hong Kong Standard. July 14, 1965.
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the high risk, long term assistance to Small Manufacturer was
aroused and received public attention. Not until March 27,
1968 when Mr. Ferrance Sorby, J.P. Director of Commerce and
Industry, indicated that efforts were being made to set up
some sort of loan institution for development of smaller
industries, 1 did the idea seem to go one step forward toward
materialization. A "Loan for Small Industry Committee was
formed with Government officials and businessmen on the Committee.
The purpose of the Committee was to determine the feasibility
of setting up a loan institution to assist small-scale industry. 2
The proposed institution might be capitalized at between $30
million and $50 million to provide medium-term financing to
small and medium-sized industries.3 At the present moment,
a final decision has not yet been made and the possibility of
such an institution is still being studied.
Although we do not know what the recommendation of the
Committee will be, nor the details of the proposed institution,
however, we do know one thing, that is, the Government does
realize the financial difficulties of the Small Manufacturers
and is seeking some ways to assist them. In our present study
it has been shown that 700 manufacturers in the CSWRFB are
really small manufacturers. Besides, there are also another
over 1,000 small manufacturers in six different district
resettlement factory buildings. Undoubtedly, they should be
included in the coverage of the Government assistance scheme.
1Hong Kong Standard, March 28, 1968.
2Hong Kong Standar, July 30 1968.
3South China Morning Post, May 28, 1968.
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But in many instances, because of their small size, incompetant
management, and many other inherent weaknesses, if the assistance
scheme becomes real, there will be many administrative difficulties
in the loan practices. Accordingly, the risk and the cost will
be higher, too. All those may cause a reluctance on the part
of the Government in considering the eligibility of forwarding
those-, smaller manufacturers for financial assistance. In view
of this, the writer thinks that the small manufacturer type of
credit union will be particularly helpful in this respect. The
credit union is a legal entity, it has concrete organization,
it is closely supervised by the Government. Provided by the law,
the credit union may borrow money up to a limit of fifty percent
of its share balance.' From the small manufacturers' point of
view, the credit union in their own organization, it handles
their own problems and it represents themselves. Therefore,
the writer believes that through the credit union the aim* of
the proposed Government. financing institution could be efficiently
carried out, and thus the funds available in the credit union
could be enlarged also. The details of such an arrangement
between the credit union and the proposed financing institutions
are not discussed here, but two basic terms are suggested: (1)
the interest rate of the loan from the proposed Government
Institution should not be higher than four percent. This is
the rate that a normal credit union could bear. (2) The loan
could be renewable annually or within any specified number of
years.
2Hong Kong Credit Unions Ordinance No.39 of 1968
(Hong Konq Government Printer. Part VI. Section 43). o.18.
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SUGGESTED LOAN POLICIES
The functions of savings and loans in a credit union
could never be separated. A sound loan policy not only rules
the proper use of members' savings but also accelerates the
progress of the credit union. From our study we found that
the management of CSWFOCU was conservative (see finding No.7)
especially in loan policy as a result, it dissatisfied its
members and abstructed the growth of the credit union. One
may argue that the conservative loan policy was a necessary
step for a new credit union. Here controversy is not attempted,
The writer just wants to make suggestions about loan policy es
which he thinks will. particularly suit the small manufacturers'
credit union. These have not yet been employed by the CSWFCCU.
1. Extension Of Loan Terms- Installment Repayment
The, present loan practice of the credit union is that
every loan is secured loan of no more than HK$500 and must be
repaid within one month. From the visit to the members, many
interviewers expressed their dissatisfactions with the uniform
one-month term. It was also discovered some needed the credit
for as long as four months. The writer, therefore, suggests
that the loan should be extended from the uniform one month to
a six month period which could be repaid on an installment
basis. In so doing, it benefits both the members and the
credit union. As has been illustrated and discus sed$ the
installment repayment method can really help the member borrowers
to meet their actual needs, at least as far as the time of the
credit was concerned. On the other hand, it can help the
credit union in obtaininq more and stable earninas through
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loans and in budgeting the available funds for members.
Besides, those advantages of the installment repayment, at
least two more could be added. First, it brings closer the
relation between the borrowers and the credit union. We
must remember that mutual understanding and the good relationships
of the members are very essential in any credit union. Second,
it alerts the credit unions attention toward certain borrowers
who may have some difficulties in repaying the loans in the
early stage without waiting until the end of the maturity. This
could afford the credit union time to find ways to help them
or to take some proper actions to prevent loss. For instance,
after three installments a borrower had repaid half of his loan
but found him0self involved in great difficulties. In this
instance, the credit union could help him by extending the loan
with a longer period. Even if in the case the borrower is in
a position of bankruptcy, the credit union will lose only half
the amount with the provision of installment repayment than
without the provision.
2. Interest Refund
In Chapter III, the interest refund (rebate system)
was introduced briefly. The system is similar to patronage
refunds of some consumer corporations. The credit union using
this system refunds portions of the interest paid to their
borrowers. The rate and the practice of the refund system
varies from placed to place. Usually the rate ranges from 10
percent to 20 percent. During the year of 1963 there was
great controvercy among credit union leaders in the United
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States concerning the issue of interest refunds. l The central
question that arose concerned itself with service to the members.
Would the member savers and the member borrowers be equally
served by employing the interest refund system ? Baker,
Treasurer-Manager of a Taxas Credit Union said This is a question
for the individual credit union to decide, not necessarily a
universal one. What is best for one credit union could ruin
others."2 As a matter of fact, if in a credit union, the
regular savers and regular borrowers are distinctly separable,
then the employment of interest refund system really discriminated
the savers from being equally participating in the distribution
of earnings. But the writer thinks in our present case, the
members in the small manufacturers credit union should be
regular savers as well as regular borrowers. Thus, discrimination
among members does not exist. In fact, the interest refund
system is a means of lowering the loan interest rate.
One of the typical proponents of interest refunds said:
"I believe that interest refunds are not only one of the most
important functions of the credit union, but also one of the
most basis fundamental principles of credit union philosophy...
the giving of the interest refunds is one of the reasons for
the early growth of the credit union, causing great demands
1Walter Polner, "Interest Refunds Paid by Credit Unions
at the end of 1962," (paper present to the Second Annual CUUS
Conference on Research Techniques, Chicago, Illinois, September,
1963), p. 6-10.
2Cuke Baker, "Argument Unsound ?" (letter). Credit
Union Maoazine, February, 1964.
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for our money, encouraging savings... The simple fairness of
the interest refunds is the strongest argument in its favor."1
It is clear that there are advantages in the interest refunds
system. More than that, it may attract more new members to
the credit union. Actually, that portions of the refunded
interest will not be very large and significant, but the
psychological effects to the members and potential members
should receive much significance. This is especially true when
applying to these relatively practical manufacturers.
It is very important for a credit union to keep a
proper balance of interest and dividends so that the borrower
is not overcharged and the saver is given a fair return. Some
people prefer to use borrowed money while they save their own
money for better returns. The writer thinks that if the management
of the CSWFOCU could keep a proper balance of interest and
dividents, and the members are willing to practice systematic
savings while at the same time they prefer to borrow from the
credit union, then the rapid growth of the credit union can be
anticipated.
3. Suggestions For Other Related Loan Practices
Following the above suggestions for loan policies,
much of the related loan practices in the credit union should
also be reviewed and strengthened. Some of the relatively
important ones are suggested as follows:-
1lrett F. Ferris, "For Interest Refunds" (letter),
Credit Union Magazine, February, 1963, p.29-30.
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a) Extension of the maximum loan amount from $5,000
(Old policy - see page loan policy No.7) to $10,000 will be
essential. The estimated credit need of each member is $8,000.
b) The loan applications must be more carefully considered
by the loan committee members. In case of necessity, investi-
gations should be carried out.
c) A stronger reserve fund should be kept by the credit
union to meet -losses incurred from delinquent loans.
d) Agreement with the bank must be made as to keep a
line of credit. In consequence some contingent needs are
beinq prevented.
e) A consulting system should be established between
the credit union and the Credit Union League, and between the
credit union and the bank regarding some special loan cases.
STRONGER MANAGEMENT GROJP
It has been mentioned in the introductory paragraph of
this section that no matter how good the ideas are, they are
still ideas unless there is a strong and competant management
group that can bring the ideas into materialization. The
followings are suggestions proposed to the management group of
the credit union.
1. New Public Relations Committee
In such an unusual credit union as the CSWFOCU,
it is understandable that the responsibilities of the management
group will be much heavier than that of other credit unions.
It is thought that the existing management combination of the
credit union which includes the Board of Directors, the Treasurer
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Manager, the loan Committee, the Supervisory Committee and the
Education Committee is not sufficient to carry out all the
functions, especially when the credit union will likely have
much dealings with the public. Therefore a new Public Relations
Committee is suggested to be added to the existing management
combination. As a result, the activities and purposes of the
credit union could be publicized and in case the credit union
wishes to approach government agencies or other financial
institutions for loans, the new committee may be of help.
2. Effective Educational Proarame
As we know, in any case the part played by the
Education Committee in the programe of a credit union is very
essential. The major function of the committee is to promote
new membership and educate the existing members. In other words,
the efforts of this committee are aimed at potential and existing
members. This is really a matter of communication. As we
know, the CSWFOCU had done a poor job of communication. Good
communication is by no means an easy job although it is a part
of our life. Actually, any communication must be a two-way
process. For instance, although the message has been sent to
members, if it is not received it has not been communicated.
Here, receiving involves understanding as well as hearing. A
communication must not only reach the eye or the ear, but also
the mind or the emotions of the recipient. If the Education
Committee wishes its members to participate in the systematic
saving scheme or to borrow from the credit union, it should
try to convince their minds and arouse their emotions by means
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of effective communication. Communication could be in any
form: by speeches, talks, letters, advertising, etc. But the
question is, how can the members be convinced and react? To
accomplish this, the message must be in the language and in the
interest of the intended recipient. Teh Bible says: to the Jews
I became as a Jew, in order to win Jews to those under the law
I became as one under the law that I might win those under the
law... To the weak I became weak, that I might win the weak.
(1 Cor. 9: 20-22). This is true if a credit union wants to win
its member. To the members in a parish, you_ speak of love
but to the small manufacturers, you speak of something practical,
such as money. This will make the communication more effective
and acceptable.
Just for example if the members of the credit union
learn that the dividend of savings will be higher than that
offered by banks to their Savings Account depositors and the
interest rate for loans will be lower in the credit union than
in any other financial institutions, of course, they will lake
to save in and borrow from the credit union. Now let us see
whether the high-dividend, low-interest is a possible pattern in
the credit union or not. An illustration is given as follows:-
Assumptions:
(1) $1,000,000 savings ($5.00 unit, 200,000 shares)
(2) $1.000.000 loaned out 100% for one ver_
(3) 4% dividend
(4) Expenses 40% of gross income
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Question
How much coula be paid for interest Refunds?
Calculation:-
Interest Collected $120,000
Exoenses- 40% of cross income $48,000
Reserve- 20% 14,400
Dividends- 4% on $1,000,000 40,000 102.400
$17,600
12,000If 10% Interest Refund is paid
Retained Income $5,600
Explanatory notes to the assumptions:-
(1) The assumption of $1,000,000 saving amount is
deemed as something unrealistic in Hong Kong. But when we
are talking about this unigue credit union (capital loan credit
union, not small personal loan credit unions), this amount
would be a requisit. The writer believes that this assumption
could become real if the above suggested three approaches (to
members, to other credit unions and to government agencies)
in enlarging the credit union funds could first be pursued.
(2) Here is assumes the 100% of savings were loaned out
This is possible, especially when an overdraw agreement was
made with bank. In Hong Kong, many credit unions have this
kind of agreement with their banks and experienced the 100%
savings loaned-out. The St. Francis Credit Union is an example.
(3) The 4% dividend is an average rate in Hong Kong.
In the United States and Canada, it is more than 5%. Actually,
the dividend rate of a credit union should not be compared with
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that of business corporations. It is rather similar to that of
interest rate offered by banks to their Savings Account depositors.
Both the member savers of credit unions and Savings Account
depositors of banks are provided with passbooks which must be
presented for every deposit or withdrawal.
(4) As has been explained previously that the credit
union normally has smaller operating expenses because of its
voluntary officers, free office space, etc. Therefore, it makes
the 40% expenses possible.
In the above illustration one can see that the 4%
dividend in the credit union is higher than the current 3.5%
saving interest in a bank, 1 and the 10% interest refunds
actually lowers the loan interest and makes the credit union
more competitive than the banks. Here the question is whether
the credit union can maintain its total expense at 40% rate.
This obviously will depend on how good the management of the
credit union is in the control of its expenses. Presently,
the CSWFOCU is facing a crisis if it is not permited to use the
office unit. This may ruin the future development of the credit
union because at the present stage, the credit union will not
be able to afford another rented office. In this instance, it
is advisable that the government should encourage the credit
union movement by providinq the office unit to the CSWFOCU.
IAs declared by the Hong Kong Institute of Bankers,
starting from July 1, 1968 the interest rate of Savings Account
is 3.5% per annum.
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The writer does not neglect the usefulness of the
existing educational themc in which the basic philosophy of a
credit union is being stressed. He merely wants to suggest
that the Education Committee of the credit union could include
some practical examples such as the above illustration, the
proposed Lnterest refunds and the free insurances, in its
advertising as an implementation.
3. Management As A Team
The members of management in any organization
should work as a team" is really an old saying. However, how
to coordinate individual effort toward the accomplishment of
group goals is a big subject in management science. In the
CSWFOCU, it seems that its management group did not work like
a team. As has been noted, the Education Committee of the
credit union gave up its duties for at least six months. The
change-over rate of committee members is high, too, in the
credit union. Of course this was the result of many causes
However, one of the major causes would be the lack of a "practical
budgeting which could guide the responsible officers and
committees toward the accomplishment of their common goal.
Therefore, the writer believes that the introduction of Practical
Budgeting" will be of aid to the credit union.
Practical budgeting, as Professor Bower of the University
of Wisconsin said, is the activity of arriving at and following
a budget. The budget is a financial interpretation of the
goals that are sou-ght to be accomplished within the credit
union in a specific period of time, reflecting carefully
prepared plans and policies. Budgeting spotlights the major
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functions of a credit union manager, namely planning and control.
Notably, in the planning phase of budgeting the entire resources
of the credit union are brought into play. It requires extensive
participation by the Board of Directors, officers, and committees,
It is during this time that all responsible individuals and
committee chairman are asked to determine in advance exactly
what they intend to do in the next period, and how they intend
to do it. By doing this, cooperation and understanding among
personnel in the credit union could be promoted. In order to
achieve their own plans in the budgeting, all the involved
people would work as a team.1
It is very unrealistic to make or to adopt suggestions
if the obstacles lying in the way are not removed. There are
at least three obstacles which need to be removed before the
management group of the CSWFOCU can become a strong and competant
one. First, there is the matter of the unsettled office
occupation which have already been mentioned. Second, there
is the treasurer manager of the credit union being over loaded
while he also has to take care of his own manufacturing business.
This could be solved when the credit union is able to afford
a paid staff to take charge of most of the routine work.
Hence the office hours could be extended, and more services
could be provided for the members. In the meantime, the treasurer
1James B. Bower, "Practical Budgeting-A Tool Credit
Union Manager Can't Afford To Ignore". (specially prepared
for Canadian credit unions and reader of Canadian Trends,
Oct. 1964, published by CUNA International, Inc.).
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manager could pay more attention to the planning and budgeting
of the credit union. And third, an unreasonable clause in the
credit union ordinance should be amended. Presently, the
officers of the credit union can not enjoy the same rights
as other members. Subject to the ordinance1 no director or
committeeman (exclude the education committee) of the credit
union may obtain a loan except upon the unanimous vote of a
majority of the board, the supervisory committee, and the
credit committee sitting together in a joint meeting. This
clause, although it protects the property of the credit union,
sacrifices the officers in the equal sharing of the loan provisioi
Sometimes, their loan applications will be deferred due to the
insufficient legal number in the joint meeting. Therefore,
many officers are reluctant to borrow from the credit union.
This will impair the credit union in the oong run, that no
one likes to serve in the board and committees. It is believed
by the writer that, once the obstacles which lies before the
credit union are removed, and the proper changes are made, the
prosperity of the credit union can no doubt be anticipated. More
important, it will set an example for other thousands of small
manufacturers in forming credit unions.
1Credit Union Ordinance No.39 of 1968, Part VI,
Section 42, p.18.
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CUNA defines a large credit union as one which starts
at the$ 500, 000 assets mark and has at least one full time
employee. l If in Hong Kong, there should be a large credit
union such as this, the small manufacturer type of credit union
will be most likely that one.
Walter Polner, Larae Credit Unions in the Credit
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I am a graduate student of Lingnan institute of business
Administration, the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am working
on the requirements for a Masters Degree and have started to work
on my thesis using the topic "Credit Unions for Small Manufacturers
in Hong Kong". I intend to place emphasis on the study of the
contribution of Credit Unions in solving the financing problems of
small manufacturers in Hong Kong. My main study will be a survey of
SHEUNG SHA WAN FACTORY OWNERS' CREDIT UNION which is supposed to be
the first in the world along this field. So far, I received
permission and assistance from Father Collins, the permanent advisor,
and Mr. So Kwok-wing, the Managing Director of the Hong Kong Credit
Union League.
I shall be very much obliged if you can answer the following
questions and also provide me all relevant information concerning
this topic.
(1) Is there any Credit Union anywhere which was solely
organized by manufacturers for their own credit needs?
(2) Are there any cases where a credit union accepts share
investment or some form of financial aid from outside
parties, e.g. Government Agents, Banks, Investmentd
Companies, etc.?
(3) Can you anticipate the difficulties of application and
hindrances-of development for this type of Small Factory
Owners' Credit Union, particularly those small manufact-
urers who have employed workers less than 50 in number.
They have a common bond by running their b]isiness in
the same building. (In the case of Hong Kong, we have
nearly two thousand small factories located in Resettlement
Factory Buildings in several districts).








The Lingnan Institute of Business Administration
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Inter-University Hall
Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong
Dear Mr. Kam:
I have a copy of your letter of November 27. You ask a series of ques-
tions that need some very careful answering.
First of all, you ask whether or not there has been a. credit union
any where which was solely organized by manufacturers for their
own credit needs. It would depend on your concept of manufacturers.
The Prince Ruport Credit Union of British Columbia is an example.
It was established by fishermen to handle their needs in relationship
to capital acquisition. We do have many credit unions that have
been established by farmers to handle their credit needs in preductinn
credit. We have some credit unions that have been organized by
small merchants for their own needs. However, I believe that this
is the first time that you have one fur manufacturers. If you wish
to get additional information on any of the credit unions that we
have data on, do let me know.
Orcourse, once we get everseas, the question arises whether or not
there are some groups that have been organized by manufacturers. As
far as I know, this is the only one that is solely organized by
manufacturers for their own credit needs.
I am enclosing for your information the criteria that has been. establi-
shed in order to determine credit unions. As you know' there are
various types of credit societies throughout the world that are
very close to credit unions. I believe that the non-agricultural
credit societies in India do accept investments from governments in
order to obtain needed share capital. We have had conditions where
loans have been made by governments to credit unions. A loan has
been made by an agency of the United States Government to the
Central Credit Union of Peru.
I do not believe that there are credit unions that have rece4ived
financial aid from outside parties in the form of share capital.
I believe, of course, some banks have loan funds to credit unions.
This, however, is a regular loan.
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In answer to your third question , I believe that you should go into
the problems of providng capital to small manufacturers, If there
is a failure in a small manufacturer, he may eat up a good deal of
the capital of the credit union .
I am enclosingsome studies that may be of some general help to you .
I hope that these data will aid you in your study . If I can be of
any further help , do let me know .
I thinI g that you should see if the Chinese Universityof Hong Kong
can obtain some of the materials from the Credit Union Bibliography




Walter Polner , Director
Research Economics Department
WP: sw
cc : Honq Kona Credit Union League





Old( foreground) and new( beyond) resettlement
factory buildins at Cneung Sha Kan. Kowloon.
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香 港 之 小 型 工 業 與 儲 蓄 互 助 社
二 十 年 來 香 港 在 於 工 商 業 方 面 之 成 就 已 是 舉 世 聞 名 的
了 。 其 有 賴 之 因 素 固 然 甚 多 ， 如 勞 工 供 應 充 足 、 韓 戰 之 有
利 影 嚮 、 政 府 之 自 由 貿 易 政 策 等 。 但 除 此 之 外 。 佔 有 本 港
工 業 總 數 百 分 之 八 十 五 以 上 之 小 型 工 業 、 其 在 於 促 進 整 個
經 濟 發 展 方 面 亦 佔 了 一 個 相 當 重 要 之 角 色 。 由 於 它 的 極 度
伸 縮 性 及 適 應 能 力 、 致 使 香 港 工 業 得 以 應 付 任 何 外 來 之 需
求 。 雖 則 如 是 、 小 型 工 業 之 成 長 卻 備 受 相 當 之 困 難 。 除 了
一 般 技 術 、 設 備 、 管 理 方 面 落 後 等 困 難 外 、 其 最 普 遍 遭 遇
的 就 是 資 金 週 轉 不 靈 之 困 難 。 由 於 它 們 鮮 有 合 乎 銀 行 貸 款
2之 資 格 、 故 遇 週 轉 困 難 時 往 往 被 逼 求 助 於 高 利 貸 ， 以 致 營
運 上 更 見 捉 襟 見 時 。 有 見 及 此 ， 政 府 及 社 會 有 見 之 士 均 以
協 助 小 型 工 業 解 決 資 金 週 轉 困 難 為 當 前 要 務 。 然 而 如 何 始
為 解 決 問 題 之 最 有 效 最 實 際 方 法 乃 為 問 題 之 核 心 。 本 文 筆
者 着 意 於 研 究 一 種 歷 史 悠 久 、 遍 佈 世 界 之 儲 蓄 互 助 社 組 織
是 否 可 適 用 於 小 型 工 業 面 解 其 週 轉 困 難 。
儲 蓄 互 助 社 以 下 簡 稱 儲 互 社 簡 而 言 之 ， 乃 一 群 具 有 共
同 關 係 的 人 集 體 以 購 買 股 份 之 方 式 按 期 儲 蓄 ， 其 儲 蓄 則 以
低 息 貸 予 社 員 作 應 付 急 時 之 需 及 促 進 生 產 之 用 。 一 切 社 務
均 由 社 員 自 社 內 公 選 出 之 義 務 理 事 及 委 員 所 主 理 。 年 終 總
3結 ， 儲 互 社 除 將 利 息 收 入 支 付 日 用 開 支 及 撥 留 小 部 份 作 為
常 備 金 外 ， 馀 數 全 然 按 股 發 還 社 員 。 儲 互 社 之 基 本 精 神 為
自 助 助 人 。 社 員 不 單 籍 以 養 成 節 儉 儲 蓄 之 習 慣 ； 遇 經 濟 困
難 時 亦 能 得 以 解 決 ； 年 終 更 能 分 享 社 之 成 果 。 除 此 之 外 每
一 社 員 尚 能 免 費 享 受 人 壽 儲 蓄 保 險 及 貸 款 安 全 保 險 。 所 有
儲 蓄 互 助 社 均 獲 政 府 立 法 之 保 障 。
儲 蓄 互 助 社 於 一 八 四 九 年 起 源 於 德 國 ， 然 後 推 廣 至 世
界 百 餘 國 家 。 目 前 全 世 界 共 有 五 萬 多 個 儲 互 社 ， 社 員 三 千
萬 ， 至 於 資 金 總 額 則 以 百 億 計 一 九 六 七 年 底 統 計 。 在 香 港 該 項
運 動 僅 有 六 年 歷 史 ， 但 已 有 相 當 成 就 。 截 至 一 九 六 八 年 底
4香 港 共 有 廿 三 個 儲 互 社 、 社 員 二 千 人 ， 資 金 達 二 十 萬 ， 而
累 積 貸 出 總 額 幾 為 資 金 之 三 倍 。 此 運 動 現 由 各 社 共 同 組 成
之 儲 蓄 互 助 社 協 會 所 推 動 。 自 經 一 九 六 八 年 十 一 月 六 日 香
港 儲 蓄 互 助 社 法 例 頒 佈 後 ， 此 運 動 發 展 之 蓬 勃 更 可 預 期 。
歷 來 儲 互 社 在 於 大 公 司 職 員 ， 鄉 村 村 民 ， 大 廈 居 民 ，
教 區 教 友 等 團 體 方 面 均 獲 顯 著 成 績 ， 唯 獨 在 於 小 型 工 業 方
面 尚 無 先 例 。 香 港 於 一 九 六 八 年 三 月 成 立 了 一 個 世 界 首 創
之 工 業 儲 互 社 — — 長 沙 湾 儲 蓄 互 助 社 已 獲 國 際 儲 互 社 總 會
証 實 。 該 儲 互 社 由 長 沙 湾 涉 置 工 廠 大 廈 之 小 型 工 業 廠 主 所
組 成 ， 其 目 的 為 解 決 其 生 產 所 需 之 資 金 。 本 文 之 研 究 乃 以
5此 工 業 儲 互 社 為 主 要 研 究 對 象 而 參 以 其 他 各 類 儲 互 社 之 各
項 資 料 作 為 比 較 。 至 於 資 料 來 源 有 三 ： ㈠ 分 析 由 長 沙 湾 廠
主 寄 回 之 問 卷 ， 經 而 得 知 該 等 廠 主 之 一 般 特 徵 是 否 能 符 合
一 成 功 儲 互 社 所 需 之 基 本 要 求 。 ㈡ 分 析 長 沙 湾 工 業 儲 互 社
之 每 月 統 計 及 報 告 表 ， □ 其 □ 年 之 發 展 过 程 及 社 務 情 況 得
以 知 之 。 ㈢ 綜 合 訪 問 各 方 意 見 ， 諸 如 該 儲 互 社 之 理 事 及 委
員 ， 社 員 及 非 社 員 ， 主 管 政 府 官 員 及 協 會 辦 事 人 員 均 在 訪
問 之 列 。
筆 者 根 據 各 項 分 析 而 有 下 列 之 發 現 ：
㈠ 小 型 工 業 其 有 若 干 特 徵 十 分 適 宜 於 組 織 儲 互 社 。 例 如 繁
6多 之 行 業 种 類 代 表 不 同 期 之 資 金 需 求 。 此 一 特 徵 能 使 儲 互
社 資 金 之 貸 出 得 以 均 衡 有 效 地 分 配 。 此 外 如 小 型 工 業 廠 主
有 較 佳 之 儲 蓄 能 力 及 缺 乏 銀 行 貸 款 之 資 格 等 特 徵 均 有 利 於
組 織 儲 互 社 。
㈡ 根 據 分 析 及 比 較 ， 長 沙 湾 工 業 儲 互 社 在 各 方 面 之 成 長 情
況 並 不 如 理 想 。 無 論 社 員 人 數 之 擴 展 及 儲 蓄 金 額 之 增 長 均
與 已 完 目 標 相 差 甚 遠 。
㈢ 綜 合 各 方 意 見 後 ， 其 所 以 成 長 不 符 理 想 之 原 因 可 得 知 梗
概 。 其 主 要 原 因 乃 由 於 社 員 對 其 社 之 信 心 尚 未 建 立 且 結 貸
款 服 務 極 為 不 滿 。 加 以 該 社 部 份 義 務 職 員 態 度 消 極 悲 觀 。
7此 外 、 聯 絡 作 之 缺 乏 ， 教 育 推 動 之 不 力 、 貨 款 政 策 之 錯
誤 等 均 為 該 社 成 長 緩 慢 之 原 因 。
歸 納 上 述 各 項 分 析 結 果 ， 筆 者 之 結 論 認 為 工 業 儲 互 社
與 其 他 种 類 儲 互 社 之 基 本 差 異 乃 屬 觀 念 上 不 同 。 後 者 一 般
僅 慶 理 較 小 額 之 貸 款 予 社 員 以 應 付 其 不 时 之 需 或 生 產 之 用
， 而 前 者 則 為 應 付 企 業 運 轉 資 金 所 需 ， 故 其 慶 理 之 金 額 理
應 相 當 鉅 大 ， 是 以 二 者 在 於 管 理 及 組 织 結 構 方 面 之 要 求 亦
當 有 若 干 程 度 之 差 異 。
至 於 儲 互 社 組 织 是 否 能 適 用 於 小 型 工 業 而 解 其 週 轉 困
難 之 問 題 。 筆 者 認 為 倘 單 後 社 員 人 數 ， 資 金 數 額 ， 貸 款 總
8額 之 表 面 統 計 觀 之 ， 工 業 儲 互 社 應 與 他 類 小 額 貸 款 之 儲 互
社 毫 無 不 同 之 慶 ， 然 工 業 儲 互 社 若 循 現 行 之 經 營 方 法 則 將
永 不 能 解 決 其 社 員 之 資 金 週 轉 困 難 。 是 以 筆 者 認 為 唯 今 首
要 問 題 乃 為 如 何 設 法 增 加 社 內 資 金 後 能 滿 足 社 員 之 貸 款 需 求
。 至 建 議 三 种 尋 求 資 金 來 源 之 方 法 。 其 次 筆 者 以 為 工 業 儲
互 社 之 貸 款 政 策 亦 應 作 適 度 之 修 改 ， 如 分 期 還 款 ， 利 息 退
四 制 度 等 之 應 用 應 能 符 合 實 際 所 需 。 最 後 尤 □ 重 要 者 乃 為
如 何 獲 致 最 有 效 之 管 理 。 筆 者 後 其 組 织 結 構 、 教 育 及 聯 絡
方 面 ， 與 調 配 各 管 理 階 層 等 問 題 方 面 廣 為 論 述 ， 並 建 議 各
种 可 能 之 改 良 方 法 。


